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Via Fax and Overnight Delivery 

April l , 2003 

Honorable Donald T. Bliss, Jr., Esq. 
O' Melveny & Myers LLP 
555 13 th St., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004-1109 

Dear Special Master Bliss: 
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Due to technical problems in the printing process, some of the fonts in the copy of the 
BRU's Consent Decree Load Factor Service Plan sent to you yesterday may be hard 
to read. Please find enclosed a newly printed copy with fixed fonts. This newly 
printed copy has absolutely no change in content. Please accept this as the final 
vers10n. 

Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Sincerely, 

~~,h/4-
Ted Robertson 
Bus Riders Union 

Enclosures (not enclosed by fax) 
c: Betty Hung 

Rod Goldman, DEO, MTA 
Caroline H. Mankey and James S. Schreier 
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Overview 
The Consent Decree voluntarily agreed to by MT A in 1996 requires MT A to meet 
mathematically precise overcrowding (i.e. , load factor) reduction performance standards on all 
MT A bus lines. On August 6, 2002, the Special Master found that MT A had not complied with 
the second load factor standard of 1.25-on 75 bus lines for more than two years. Further, on 
November 12, 2002 the BRU-MTA Joint Working Group (JWG) found that MTA also had not 
complied with the next lower load factor standard of 1.2 on 72 bus lines. These non-compliance 
levels represent a particularly severe and persisting amount of overcrowding given that these bus 
lines carry approximately one million daily passengers-88% of MTA' s predominantly low
income, minority, and transit-dependent ridership-and given that the load factor is calculated as 
average bus loads and not individual bus loads. 

Based on the above findings, the Special Master began remedy proceedings. On December 9, 
2002 the Special Master defined a methodology to narrowly tailor remedies to the nature and 
scope of load factor violations. The Special Master ordered the JWG to use this methodology to 
develop a remedy plan for load factor violations attributable to "missing bus trips" and load 
factor violations attributable to "a combined lack of schedule adherence and lack of capacity"
in short, to fix the problem of the still undersized and unreliable bus fleet and correspondingly 
poor bus service. As a first step in applying the Special Master's remedy methodology, the JWG 
agreed in January 2003 that 331 expansion service units (ESUs)-i.e., bus trips-are required in 
the AM peak hours and 453 ESUs are required in the PM peak hours. 

Unfortunately, MTA then set about producing a service plan with serious problems. Not only 
does MTA's service plan significantly contradict the Special Master and Consent Decree's 
guidelines regarding these ESU and "missing bus trip" remedies, but it also would create new 
violations of the Consent Decree. The core of MTA's proposal is non-implementation. MTA 
denies that 87 AM and 117 PM ESUs are required, proposes to severely cut and diminish the 
quality of existing service in order to simply shift resources within the bus system instead of 
reallocating funds from outside the bus system, and does not propose any remedies at all for 
"missing bus trip" violations. Further, unmentioned in the MTA's plan is its proposal for a large 
fare increase at end of this year. MT A makes these proposals even as it sends discretionary bus
eligible funds to municipal operators and other projects such as the new Pasadena Gold Light 
Rail Line (scheduled to start in three months). 

It is in this context that the BRU is submitting this alternative service plan. The BRU's plan has 
three core structural differences from MTA's proposal. First, the BRU' s plan is rooted in the 
Special Master's directive that the total required ESUs "establish[] a floor, not a ceiling, for 
determining the amount of service capacity that must be added," and that other remedies for non
missed trip violations would supplement these narrowly tailored remedies. Second, the BRU's 
plan is rooted in the Consent Decree agreement that if MT A fails to meet a load factor standard, 
MTA must reallocate sufficient funds from outside the bus system to meet the load factor 
standard, and not just shift funds within the bus system. Third, the BRU' s plan is rooted in the 
improvement in service while doing no harm principle of the Consent Decree. Applying these 
principles, the BRU has designed an effective set of service actions tailored to the specific 
violations that occurred over the last two years, and that continue to occur-no more and no less. 
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Summary of Bus Riders Union 
Load Factor Service Plan 

Expand Service: 

• Add all 331 AM and 453 PM expansion service units agreed to by 
MTA and BRU into service in June 2003 

• Add at least 185 buses and 425,500 revenue hours in June 2003 
in order to implement all of these 331 AM and 453 PM expansion 
service units (it may still be determined that more buses and 
revenue hours are required) 

• Hire drivers, mechanics, and service attendants to maintain 
existing personnel-to-assignment/bus ratios as service expands 

• Fund load factor expansion service by reallocating resources 
from outside of the bus system, not by shifting resources 
around within it . 

• Restore 87 buses and 92,900 annual revenue hours already cut 
from service (add in addition to ESU expansion service) 

• Establish a three-year procurement plan, starting with immediate 
purchase of 380 buses, to replace the "inactive" contingency 
fleet buses which will be used temporarily to fulfill the above 
expansion service, and to retire coming-of-retirement age buses 

Improve On-street Operations: 

• Implement daily on-time street supervision on all lines 
systemwide in June 2003 and continue indefinitely if 
improvements occur 

Increase Mechanical Reliability: 

• Develop a specific action plan within one month to improve 
mechanical reliability 
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Service Plan to 

Expand Service 
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I. Add!!! 331 AM and 453 PM expansion service units 
agreed to by MTA and BRU into service in June 2003 

After months of briefings and hearings, in his December 9, 2002 Memorandum Decision and 
Order on Remedial Methodology, hereinafter the Order, the Special Master established a 
compromise methodology using the line-by-line mapping of load factor violations to calculate 
the precise amount of expansion service that must be added to the bus system in June 2003. As 
requested by MTA (though not quite to the extent it requested) this newly refined methodology 
consists of a four-step process that exempts from remedy numerous violations from the already 
small sample of total violations. After these exemptions, the resulting number of narrowly 
tailored ESUs-with each generally defined as a 40-seat bus but also allowed to be a larger 
bus-is the minimum expansion service required to be added: 1 

The methodology establishes a floor, not a ceiling, for determining the amount of 
service capacity that must be added to various lines in order to achieve the 1.25 
and 1.20 load factor targets. (December 9, 2002 Order at 54) 

Accordingly, the implementation of the ESUs is neither optional nor conditional, and all 331 AM 
and 453 PM ESUs agreed to by the BRU and MTA after applying the Special Master's refined 
methodolo~y must be put into service with their matching amount of buses and revenue hours in 
June 2003. 

Instead of developing a service plan with the requisite number of bus trips, buses, and revenue 
hours to implement these ESUs, as MTA was directed to do by the Special Master, MTA has 
chosen to try to further limit its obligations by proposing five sets of actions to exempt 86 AM 
and 117 PM ESUs from implementation:3 

2 

MTA's Proposed ESU Exemption Categories AM PM 
On-street supervision 30 40 
Change rule 2B of Special Master's ESU methodology 7 25 
Traffic loaders and passbys 5 3 
New Rapid Bus implementations 34 33 
New Limited Service implementations 10 16 
TOTAL 86 117 

This is true not just as a matter of law but also as a matter of necessity because ongoing overcrowding data 
will result in some additional required ESUs. 

For the times and locations of the current ESUs agreed to by MTA and the BRU, see the line-by-line ESU 
spreadsheet submitted to the Special Master on March 3, 2003 by MT A. For a discussion of the bus trips, 
buses, and revenue hours to implement these ESUs, see section II on page 13. 

MT A's designation of its substitution proposals as "Narrowly Tailored Remedies" is a misnomer because 
the Special Master's ESUs are already narrowly tailored remedies. 
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In each, the core proposal is to treat ESU implementation as optional and/or conditional upon 
failure of these alternative actions. Since they directly contradict the Special Master' s directive 
to implement ESUs as a minimum remedy, MTA's exemption proposals should be rejected. 

However, the Special Master did allow for consideration of further remedy actions in addition to 
the implementation of the ES Us. On-time street supervision is the main type of action in MTA' s 
alternative proposals that merits any attention in this regard. Accordingly, the BRU is proposing 
on-time street supervision as such an additional remedy, though in a more effective manner than 
MT A. Implementation of Rapid Bus and Limited service has no impact on the requirement for 
the additional service capacity in the ESUs. However, as Rapid Bus and Limited service 
implementation involve significant cuts to existing service, they will be part of discussion in later 
sections of this plan. Finally, traffic loaders to forcibly keep load levels down by refusing 
passenger boardings are simply euphemisms for passbys-and as such, are prohibited by the 
Consent Decree. 

Each section below is a concise discussion of how each of MTA's proposals undermines the 
ESU methodology and explains whether such a remedy action could be effective as an addition 
to ESU implementation. 

A. MTA should implement on-street supervision only in addition to the ESUs 

MTA's proposal not to implement 30 AM and 40 PM ESUs and instead only to institute on-time 
street supervision at a particular line/location/direction contradicts the Special Master's 
December 9, 2002 Order in two substantive ways. First, MTA is re-introducing its exclusive 
definition of schedule adherence in defiance of the Special Master's treatment of all non-missed 
trip violations as one group "attributable to a combination of lack of schedule adherence and lack 
of capacity." Second, MTA is then using this incorrect causal analysis to supplant the Special 
Master's methodology by transforming on-street supervision from an additional background 
systemwide remedy to being the sole remedy on particular lines that require ESUs. If accepted, 
MTA's proposal would undermine the causal analysis and remedy methodology specified in the 
Special Master's Order that defines the number of ESUs as the minimum expansion service 
required and that requires any increased on-time street supervision or other management actions 
to be implemented as additional background remedies to this expansion service, not in lieu of it. 

On page 42 of his Order, the Special Master resolved the parties' dispute regarding schedule 
adherence and lack of capacity by rejecting mutually exclusive causation categories:4 

4 

I conclude that it is not necessary or desirable to allocate a specific causal 
percentage to either lack of schedule adherence or insufficient capacity. The 
interrelatedness of the two causal factors warrants a nuanced, sophisticated joint 
examination of their role in causing overcrowding exceedences. Accordingly, the 

For this reason, the causal analysis on MTA's line-by-line mapping of load factor violations should not 
have MTA's exclusive categories either, but should be separated into violations caused by missed trips and 
those not caused by missed trips (and, of course, a third minor category for those "violations" caused by 
data problems). 
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JWG and the parties should separate exceedences into two categories: 1) 
exceedences attributable to "missed trips"; and 2) exceedences attributable to a 
combination of lack of schedule adherence and lack of capacity. 

Based on this determination, the Special Master established the ESU methodology for 
calculating the precise amount of expansion service that would be applied to all non-missed trip 
violations as one group. As discussed previously, this ESU total is then the minimum expansion 
capacity required to be added to bus lines in June 2003, and is not optional (see page 54 in 
December 9, 2002 Order). The Special Master allowed for other systemwide remedies, such as 
on-time street supervision, but only as an addition to this expansion service. He specifically 
addressed the complementary nature of such a remedy in footnote 20 on page 41: any 
organizational changes, including on-time street supervision "should be implemented in concert 
with an expansion of service capacity in order to be effective in reducing load factor 
exceedences." Accordingly, the BRU proposes that MTA implement all 70 of MT A's so-called 
"schedule adherence" ES Us along with the rest of the required expansion service in June 2003 as 
the minimum required. 

However, with that baseline established, on-time street supervision can and should be increased 
as a remedy in addition to ESUs.5 When examined as an addition, the main strength of the 
operational content of MT A's on-time supervision plan is that it recognizes as a problem that the 
number of Transit Operations Supervisors has dropped from approximately 500 ten years ago to 
just under 200 today,6 and proposes that additional on-street supervisors dedicated to on-time 
street performance be added. However, in MTA's proposed plan and the supporting detail 
provided later, MTA proposes only a very limited number of supervisors (13), on a limited set of 
lines, generally focused only on the peak hours, and at frequencies of, at most, every other day 
(sometimes just once a week or ten days). MTA told BRU at the JWG that this limited effort 
was for budget reasons. In any case, such a limited implementation would undermine these 
efforts-rendering them ineffective. 

First, though the BRU and MTA have not agreed about on-time performance being a cause of 
overcrowding, we have agreed that on-time performance is a systemwide general operations 
issue, not a particular line issue. As such, focusing on only a few lines will not lead to systemic 
improvement that can be felt on all noncompliant lines. Second, if implemented just for the peak 
hours, again, it would not be effective because schedule adherence involves the general operating 
procedures and culture of the bus system. Such efforts need to be operating at all times of day to 
have a chance to actually work. Third, for the same reason, a supervisor will not be effective 

6 

While the BRU remains unconvinced about the relevance of schedule adherence as a cause/remedy of 
overcrowding, the Special Master has ruled it to be a partial factor for the 80% of violations not due to 
missing bus trips. The BRU, therefore, proposes on-time street supervision in this context. Of course, any 
improvements achieved would certainly help MT A meet other obligations in the Consent Decree for better 
service to riders. 

Based on conversations with Dana Woodbury and Rod Goldman at the JWG. This also corresponds to the 
"Metro Business Operation Plan," page 19: "Budget reductions have reduced the number of Transit 
Operations Supervisors for Metro Bus and Metro Rail from over 400 in Fiscal Year 1993, to 250 in Fiscal 
Year 1998." 
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showing up every other day at best, every other week at worst, but must have a daily presence on 
the line. Accordingly, the BRU proposes that in addition to the full implementation of ESUs, 
MTA: 

• Implement on-time street supervision systemwide (i.e. for all lines); 

• Implement on-time street supervision for each line daily; 

• Have supervisors dedicated to on-time supervision at the ratio of one supervisor to 25 in
service buses during all peak times, midday off-peak times, Saturday, and Sunday (this 
allows MT A to tailor personnel appropriately to bigger and smaller lines, and to peak and 
off-peak times-i.e., to have more supervisors on the bigger lines or in busier times and 
fewer on the smaller lines or in non-peak times-while maintaining a pervasive presence 
on the streets); 

• Have a supervisor manage the same line or lines (within above ratio); 

• Have supervisors do location-based checking for all of the peak hours and half of the off
peak hours (they can and should be at more than onelocation on a line; in particular they 
should not just stay at the load factor data-collection point); 

• Hire more supervisors to implement this on-street supervision and do not pull from 
existing supervisors; 

• Implement this on-street superv1s1on for two years and continue indefinitely if 
improvements occur. 

While the impact of on-street supervision on load factor violations remains to be seen (and has 
had limited success historically), the impacts on the rest of service could be significant as any 
improved on-time performance is better for riders. Also, having more supervisors brings the 
added benefit of better passenger and driver support generally. 

B. Step 2 of the Special Master's remedy methodology already specifically defines 
exemptions for "isolated" violations, and BR U and MT A agreed on the resulting ES Us; 
MT A cannot go back and try to re-litigate these definitions 

In essence, MTA proposes to change the definition of the "isolated violation" remedy 
exemption-specifically Step 2B-in the Special Master's ESU methodology and to thereby 
exempt another 7 AM and 25 PM ESUs. The Special Master, however, already resolved the 
BRU-MTA dispute regarding the criteria to define a load factor violation as isolated and not 
requiring a remedy; he established that the ESUs determined after these exemptions would be 
narrowly tailored remedies and the minimum required expansion service. 

In his Order, the Special Master maintained from his earlier remedy methodology that a 
violation of the load factor ceiling recorded in the small data sample after the load factor 
deadline represents a larger pattern of ongoing overcrowding on the buses above the required 
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level. Further, the Special Master maintained that even a single violation adjacent to other 
violations represents a pattern of actual overcrowding. He did, however, decide that certain 
violations in the data sample-though only a small sample of the total violations in reality-were 
actually isolated, nonrecurring violations caught in the data sample. He therefore proceeded to 
craft a compromise between the BRU and MT A positions, as expressed on page 61 of his 
December 9, 2002 Order, that defined two types of isolated violations that would be exempt 
from remedy (unless future data demonstrates that such a violation is not isolated): 

Step Two of the methodology excludes isolated, nonrecurring exceedences, which 
do not reflect a pattern of overcrowding and for which it is neither feasible nor 
desirable to develop a remedy. Two types of exceedences are exempted from 
remediation on this basis; 1) any single exceedence in a (sliding) 20-minute 
window whose first and last minute is more than 30 minutes away from the edge 
of another (sliding) 20-minute time period; and 2) any single exceedence of 1.35 
LFT or less in magnitude exhibited in any fixed 20-minute period on a line from 
June 30, 2000 through September 30, 2002. 

The Special Master then went on to rule that the number of ESUs determined after these Step 2 
"isolated, non-recurring" exemptions (and also the Step 1 and 3 exemptions) would constitute the 
baseline of required expansion service. 

In BRU's opinion, Step 2B is already too broad and eliminates time periods th.at contain a pattern 
of overcrowding. If the methodology could be revisited, BRU would ask the Special Master to 
consider the reduction or elimination of Step 2B. However, the definition of isolated violations 
has already been decided and applied and cannot be re-litigated now. The two parties briefed 
this specific issue extensively; the Special Master crafted a compromise that resolved the issue; 
and then BRU and MT A applied this compromise methodology and agreed to a specific number 
of ESUs. Accordingly, the ESUs agreed to by BRU and MTA based on the Special Master's 
December 9, 2002 Order are neither conditional on more data (or anything else) nor optional. 
All 32 ESUs that MTA proposes to exclude by broadening Step 2B of the Special Master's ESU 
methodolog1 should be implemented along with the rest of the required expansion service in 
June 2003. Finally, MTA's proposal has no relevance for alternative remedies in addition to 
ESUs. 

C. The Consent Decree prohibits passbys to meet load factor requirements and 
therefore MTA 's "traffic loaders" are prohibited 

MTA's proposal to use traffic loaders to prevent bus riders from boarding one bus and having 
them wait until the next bus runs counter to Section 11.A.2 of the Consent Decree's prohibition 
on passbys to meet load factor targets: "Target load factors shall not be achieved by by-passing 
passengers at bus stops." MTA's proposal should be rejected. 

, 7 While the total number of required ES Us cannot be changed, MT A retains some flexibility in determining 
where and when it adds into service the matching number of bus trips, buses, and revenue hours. If MT A 
thinks it has solved the violation in another manner, then MT A can risk, in a limited manner, adding the 
ESU in another time period of its choosing-perhaps using more up-to-date information. 
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To the extent MTA would like to use loaders to recommend, in a non-mandatory manner, that 
riders wait for the next bus, the Bus Riders Union also opposes this. First, it is likely that any 
supervisor's "suggestion" would have a chilling effect so that even if her instructions are not 
technically mandatory, people would likely think they are. Second, any time a person follows 
such a "suggestion," it would add to the rider's travel time. Even on the 66 Line, with one of the 
lowest headways in the bus system, if a rider catches the next bus this would add another day 
annually to her waiting time-in addition to the rest of the rider's overall commute time. If the 
rider has to wait for the third bus, it would be two days annually, and so on. 

BRU proposes that these seven ESUs be implemented now with the rest of the expansion service 
in June 2003. The BRU agrees that the 66 would be a good candidate for the use of articulated 
buses and proposes that, upon arrival, the articulated buses go to this line first. 

D. New Rapid Bus service must include the already determined ESUs 

MTA proposes that the implementation of new Rapid Bus service should excuse MTA from 
adding the required expansion service. MT A proposes this in reference to the four immediate 
Rapid Bus lines: the two just implemented, and the two to be implemented in June 2003. 
Presumably MT A is also asking for exemptions for all Rapid Bus lines to come, as the current 
schedule is to implement two new Rapid Bus lines each six months for the next few years. 

MT A proposes this exemption because the Rapid Bus line restructuring might change the 
ridership patterns on the underlying Local lines on which the determination of ESUs is based. 
While the Local ridership may change in relationship to Rapid Bus, what has been established, 
and will not change, is that the corridor as a whole-with both Local and Rapid service
requires additional bus trips. In fact, if existing Rapid Bus is any measure, the corridor will need 
even more trips than predicted with the current ESUs as ridership grows with Rapid Bus 
implementation. Accordingly, the ESUs are required and should be added. 

The only issue is whether the ESUs should be added to the Local service or to the Rapid Bus. 
Usually ESUs would be added to the particular line that the violation was recorded on. In this 
case, since a new line is being implemented in addition to another line, the new line-i.e. Rapid 
Bus-can count as the added ESUs, provided that all the ESU trips are added. In the future, 
each line will be monitored separately and any required expansion service will be added as the 
data requires for that particular line. 

MT A also proposes that the six months of point check data on a Rapid Bus line and its 
underlying Local line right after implementation of Rapid Bus should not count in future ESU 
determinations. However, because the ridership data will determine the loads on each line 
accurately, MTA's proposal has no merit in this regard and is an effort to postpone any needed 
remedy on the line. If MT A is worried that some ridership might shift, again, MTA has some 
limited ability to adjust where and when it adds the trips between those two lines, but cannot 
adjust the total required. 
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Lastly, though a new line is being added to a certain corridor, it does not mean that this is fully 
expansion service, even if Rapid Bus creates more trips that technically add up to the correct 
number of ESUs. See the section on service cuts later in this document for a fuller discussion. 

E. New Limited service must include the already determined ESUs 

MT A proposes that implementation of Limited service should exempt a line from the required 
ESUs. MTA requests this exemption specifically in regard to two lines (the 60 and 66) and has 
withdrawn its request on three other lines (the 30, 163, and 165). Presumably MTA is asking for 
exemptions for any Limited service in similar circumstances to come-whether the 30, 163, 165 
lines or others. 

MT A proposes this exemption because it believes that these Limited service implementations 
will change the ridership patterns of a line. MT A has not provided data on this, but even if true, 
it is irrelevant because what has been established, and will not change, is that the corridor as a 
whole-with both Local and Limited service-requires additional bus trips. Further, in this case 
no issue arises whether service is added as Local or Limited service because, as compared with 
Rapid service, Local and Limited are not two different lines but two different routes within a 
line. MTA retains discretion, as it has had historically, to add service to either the Local portion 
of a line, or the Limited portion of a line, as long as the required expansion trips are added. 
Accordingly, the ESUs are required and should be added. Also, because all Local and Limited 
routes on a line have their overcrowding point check data collected together, whatever the 
ridership distribution is between these two routes, they are counted collectively and therefore 
future counting will accurately reflect overall corridor needs. 

Lastly, though a Limited service is being added to a certain corridor, it does not mean that this is 
fully expansion service, even if Limited creates more trips that technically add up to the correct 
number of ES Us. See the section on service cuts later in this document for a fuller discussion. 
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II. Add at least 185 buses and 425,500 revenue hours 
in June 2003 in order to implement the 331 AM and 453 
PM expansion service units (it may still be determined 
that more buses and revenue hours are required) 

In his December 9, 2002 Order, the Special Master directed MTA to develop an operations plan 
to implement the required ESUs and to release to the BRU for review the details of where and 
how MT A would add this additional service. 8 This innovative step should have resulted in 
allowing MT A flexibility to schedule its service (including this additional service) to the best of 
its ability, while requiring full disclosure and review ofMTA's proposed schedules to ensure that 
the ESUs are implemented in a manner consistent with the Consent Decree. Unfortunately, 
though it is proposing that the trips scheduled to meet the ESUs will take 185 buses and 425,500 
revenue hours, MT A did not provide the scheduling details of this proposal. Though these bus 
and revenue hour numbers appear in the range of what is needed according to past work (albeit 
on the lower end), without all the details, the BRU is not able to evaluate MTA's proposal fully. 
Accordingly, until more detail is disclosed, the BRU proposes that MTA: 

• Implement the 331 AM and 453 PM peak ESUs with at least the 185 buses and 425,500 
revenue hours proposed by MTA in June 2003;9 

• Release the detailed changes in its schedules to evaluate whether the newly scheduled 
service meets the terms of the Consent Decree so that the BRU can evaluate these 
proposals with the MT A at the JWG and determine if they are acceptable. 

The scheduling changes should have the exact information detailed below for the amount of 
service, origin of service, impact on existing service, and total equipment needs. 

9 

See also the Special Master's March 18, 2003 Memorandum and Order on Development and 
Implementation of Service Plan to Meet 1.25 and 1.20 Load Factor Targets. 

MT A has also indicated in the budget of its service plan that it intends to implement midday off-peak 
expansion service on the order of 40 buses and 125,000 revenue hours. The BRU agrees that off-peak 
service is needed and that it should be added as soon as possible. The BRU also supports MTA's having 
completed an initial analysis of the need for revenue hours and buses during the off-peak hours. However, 
it is important to note a few issues related to MTA's statement. First it should be clear that the 40 buses 
and 125,000 revenue hours are not yet set (either for BRU or MTA) because the line-by-line mapping of 
violations for off-peak times is not done, and the amount of ESUs have not been calculated. Second, the 
I 62,500 revenue hours listed at the bottom of the budget page in MT A's proposed load factor service plan 
includes the 125,000 hours MTA has estimated for off-peak additions-which is to say that the actual 
amount of peak service revenue hours MT A would like to add above and beyond its current revenue hours 
is 37,500-which is what is stated in the joint JWG letter to the Special Master on March 14, 2003 . Third, 
MTA's estimate of 40 buses and 125,000 revenue hours does not include any estimate for Saturday or 
Sunday off-peak additions, but only weekday midday off-peak. 
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At issue in this component of the service plan is the number of buses and revenue hours on the 
street that will actually be needed to implement the required ESUs. 10 MTA has not yet made 
clear its method for converting ESUs into equipment and service hours. While MTA has some 
flexibility in scheduling this additional service, this conversion involves a number of questions 
regarding whether MTA is truly expanding or simply shifting service around within the bus fleet. 
How long will the ESU bus trip be in service? Is MT A proposing to add this on top of existing 
service or is it simply cutting other segments of bus trips to run this "expansion" bus trip? Does 
MT A propose increasing wait times elsewhere in order to run this ESU bus trip? Or is MT A 
taking advantage of adding this trip in a manner that will meet other objectives of the Consent 
Decree such as reduced wait-times and transfers? And so forth. Answers to these questions will 
determine if MTA's conversion of the ESUs into the actual trips, buses, and revenue hours is 
fully expansion service and fully within the parameters of Consent Decree. 

In his December 9, 2002 Order, the Special Master ordered the following: 

The MTA should inform the JWG about the detail of and rationales underlying its 
Service Plan, including the location and time periods where additional service is 
being added and the nature, amount, and sources of such capacity. 11 

Instead MTA provided only its final proposal of buses and revenue hours. MTA told the BRU at 
the JWG only that MTA instructed its schedulers to be as "aggressive as possible" and that the 
scheduling of this service could involve cuts to existing service. "As aggressive as possible" and 
"could involve cuts" necessarily raise red flags: MT A's proposal could be creating adverse 
impacts on riders and using cuts to avoid the necessary reallocation of resources from outside the 
bus system to fund the ESU service expansion. Without the details, however, the BRU cannot 
evaluate MTA's proposal fully and is only able to determine that 185 buses seems on the low 
end of the range compared to past conversions, but that the amount of revenue hours attached to 
these buses may make this possible. Accordingly, with no other option, the Special Master 
should accept the 185 bus proposal and 425,500 revenue hour proposal as the minimum amount 
of equipment and revenue hours needed to implement the required ESUs. 

The Special Master should again order MT A to produce the scheduling analysis to implement the 
ESUs-this time with specific requirements to generate the most useful information-in order to 
ensure that MT A implements the service expansions according to the standards of the Consent 
Decree and that it has the equipment to do so. MT A should release a detailed scheduling plan 
that demonstrates specifically how MTA would add these expansion trips. The plan would 
include, but not be limited to, the following information: 

IO 

II 

• The time and place the expansion bus trip is scheduled to start, pass the peak load 
point, and end; 

Though related to the actual need for procurement, this is a separate issue. This is, in essence, an 
equipment needs analysis prior to procurement upon which procurements will be based. For the amount of 
buses to procure to match this amount of service to be implemented, see section V, page 26. 

See also Special Master's March 18, 2003 Memorandum and Order on Development and Implementation 
of Service Plan to Meet 1.25 and 1.20 Load Factor Targets. 
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• The same information as above for both the previous and following assignment of 
the bus scheduled to be used for this expansion bus trip (if straight to or from a 
bus division, then the MTA should state this); 

• The same information as above for the bus trips preceding and following this 
expansion bus trip and for any bus trips adjusted by this expansion service; 

• Identification of proposals for using any scheduling techniques on the expansion 
trip or any other trip(s) to enable producing this expansion trip (if so, name the 
type of technique-shortlining, headway adjustment, deadheading, interlining, 
etc.-by trip, describe textually and quantifiably MT A's policy for applying this 
technique, describe textually and quantifiably any impacts, and explain why this 
technique is an improvement and not a diminishment in the quality of service to 
bus riders); 

• The current total number of trips on a line during the relevant time of day the 
expansion trip would be added (e.g., weekday AM peak, etc.), the proposed total 
number of trips on this line for the time of day with the proposed expansion, and 
the total difference between the two; 

• The current total in-service revenue hours (daily and annually) on this line during 
the relevant time of day the expansion trip would be added (e.g., weekday AM 
peak, etc.), the proposed total in-service revenue hours on this line with this 
expansion, and the total difference between these two; 

• The number of expansion buses MT A would use for each bus line, including 
specifically listing and identifying the linking of each bus trip to each expansion 
bus· _, 

• The current total number of buses on this line during the relevant time of day the 
expansion trip would be added (e.g., weekday AM peak), the proposed total 
number of buses required on this line with this expansion, and the difference 
between the two; 

• The same information in the last three bullet points above for the line for a whole 
day, in addition to the relevant time of day. 

Overall, this information should be put together in a comprehensive but easy-to-follow form, and 
not scattershot in numerous existing or new reports. This information should be provided to the 
JWG for review by the end of April. The JWG should try to come to agreement on whether 
MTA has proposed the accurate number of buses and revenue hours to implement all the ESUs 
based on this detailed information by the third week in May, with any disagreements sent to the 
Special Master one week later. 
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drivers, mechanics, 
maintain existing 

assignment/bus ratios as service expands 

Hire 
attendants 
III. 

to 
and service 
personnel-to-

MTA maintains a certain ratio of operators, mechanics, and service attendants to driving 
assignments and buses. Whether these ratios have been at the appropriate levels has been an 
issue in past load factor remedy proceedings. Depending on the outcome of the service 
reliability plan proceedings ( as discussed in a later section of this plan), these ratios may again 
become an issue, especially in regard to mechanics. However, the issue at the moment is simply 
to ensure that, as the fleet expands, MT A maintains the appropriate levels of operators, 
mechanics, and service attendants to operate this expansion service adequately. MTA has 
indicated at the JWG that it intends to hire operators, but it has not yet committed to this in 
writing. MTA has also said at the JWG that it will not hire any more mechanics or service 
attendants. This would mean the same number of mechanics and service attendants would be 
spread over more equipment. Instead, the BRU proposes that MT A must hire operators, 
mechanics, and service attendants at least at the existing policy levels for personnel-to
assignment/bus ratios in order to match the load factor expansion of service. 12 

Finally, as described in the Ongoing Monitoring and Reporting section in this proposal, these 
personnel changes should be documented in the ongoing Quarterly Report-both the actual 
numbers of personnel (past and present) and the incumbent hiring and training issues. 

12 The ratio of 1.18 operators-to-assignments has long been documented in these proceedings in the Consent 
Decree Quarterly Report. 
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IV. Fund load factor expansion service by 
reallocating resources from outside of the bus system, 
not by shifting resources around within it 

When it signed the Consent Decree in 1996, MT A agreed that the first priority for funds would 
be to improve bus service for the transit dependent. 13 Particularly in reference to the 
overcrowding reduction requirements, MT A agreed that: "if MT A fails to meet the target load 
factors for all bus lines by the dates specified ... MT A shall meet the target as soon as possible 
and reallocate sufficient funds from other programs to meet the next lower target load factor as 
scheduled."14 MTA failed to meet the 1.35 load factor by December 31, 1997 and therefore has 
been required to reallocate funds to meet the 1.35 load factor requirement for the past five years. 
Additionally, because MTA admitted in the fall of 2002 that it has not met the 1.25 and 1.2 load 
factor requirements, MT A must again either find new funds altogether or reallocate funds from 
outside the existing bus system to implement remedial actions to bring it into compliance. 15 

Instead, in order to fund other projects, MT A has made a series of cuts to existing service in 
"shake-up" after "shake-up" over the past six years that are not even mentioned in MTA's 
official proposed load factor service plan: 

Historical Service Cuts Not Mentioned in MTA Load Factor Service Plan 
Date Ran e Net Cut in Annual Rev. Hours Net Cut in Peak Buses 

Dec 1996-Jun 2002 92,900 87 

MT A's currently proposed load factor service plan is not only a continuation of this pattern, but 
a significant escalation of its scope. As MTA has said to the BRU in the JWG, MTA's entire 
plan is a proposal not to reallocate resources from outside the bus system but simply to shift 
resources within it. First, MT A's ESU exemption proposal is in fact rooted in an attempt not to 
spend resources on the 117 ESUs discussed earlier-as its unwillingness to spend money even 
on its own on-time supervision proposal makes evident. Second, the core of MT A's Rapid Bus 
program is to fund it within the pool of current bus operations resources by cutting existing bus 

13 

14 

IS 

See Section I.F of the Consent Decree. 

See Section II.A.4 of the Consent Decree. 

These funds are available from sources such as the $15 million in discretionary funds MT A will give to 
municipal operators each of the next four years (in excess of local return and state formula funding), 
revenue from rail operations, rail operation funds generally, approximately $33 million in discretionary 
operations funds to new rail projects such as the Pasadena Gold (formerly known as Blue) Line opening in 
three months ( with another $18 million in discretionary pre-operations money starting in one month), 
highway funds, busway funds , etc. See Attachment l for the April 26, 200 I MT A Board Report entitled 
"Municipal Operator Service Improvement Plan" on giving the municipal operators $15 million a year. 
Notice that MTA talks as if these funds are a Consent Decree related cost when the municipal operators are 
not now, nor have ever been, parties to the Consent Decree. As for the Pasadena Gold Line, Dana 
Woodbury recently told the JWG that the operating costs would be on par with the currently operated 
Green Line; the MT A website currently lists the Green Line operating costs as $35 million/year. 
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services. Third, the changes in Limited service are not an expansion but a muscling up of one 
component of service on a line while thinning out another-Local service. Fourth, MTA 
proposes explicitly to cut 69,266 revenue hours and 30 buses from within the MTA directly 
operated bus service. Fifth, not listed quite so explicitly in MTA's proposed plan is another set 
of cuts from contracted services, totaling 30,000 annual revenue hours and 21 buses. Lastly, 
MT A has not yet proved that use of Hastus will not deplete service and, in any case, MT A 
proposes using these revenue hours toward load factor instead of as general bus improvements. 
In all, these service reductions reflect MT A's effort to target a large number buses and revenue 
hours to be cut and then reshuffled within the bus system instead of reallocating funds from 
outside the bus system for load factor purposes. 16 Further, the resulting diminishment in quality 
of service for the transit dependent has in the past and would now violate the Consent Decree's 
improvement-in-service and do-no harm principles. 17 

The core question contested here is whether MT A must expand its bus service or not and, as 
such, is one of the most important issues of this dispute. It is also one of the most important 
issues of the Five Year New Service Plan. For this reason, the Rapid Bus dispute is discussed 
only briefly below and will be dealt with mainly as part of the Five Year New Service Plan 
discussion (except as Rapid Bus relates to MTA's ESU exemption proposal discussed earlier). 
In regards to the rest of MT A's proposal, instead of shifting resources-revenue hours and 
buses-within the existing bus service, the BRU proposes that MT A must: 

16 

17 

• Add 87 buses and 92,900 revenue hours to the bus system by reallocating funds from 
outside the bus system (in addition to current ESU requirements) by September 2003 to 
restore what has been cut over the last six years and work with the JWG to develop a 
service plan to do so; 

• Retain 30 peak buses and 69,266 revenue hours in the existing MTA directly operated 
service and reallocate these same amounts of resources from outside of the bus system; 

• Retain 21 buses and 30,000 revenue hours in the existing contracted service and 
reallocate these same amounts of resources from outside of the current bus system. 

Further escalating this pattern of not re-allocating funds from outside the bus system for load factor or the 
Consent Decree overall is MT A's proposal to raise the cost of the passes beginning in January 2004. MTA 
is proposing: a $10 increase in the regular monthly pass from $42 to $52; a $4 increase in the student pass 
from $20 to $24; and $3 increase in the disabled/senior pass from $12 to $15; and other proposals. MTA 
names the need to recover the costs of the Consent Decree as its reason. Interestingly, MTA projects such a 
fare increase would bring in between $40-$50 million dollars in revenue, which just happens to be about 
the amount MT A projects for its proposed load factor plan, and also about the amount just mentioned in 
discretionary funds going to other non-bus projects. See the March 5, 2003 MTA Board Report entitled 
"Public Hearing for Fare Restructuring" in Attachment 2 for details. 

See generally the Basic Principles and Objectives section and the Overall Principles section of the Consent 
Decree. Also see generally the Special Master's February 1998 Memorandum Decision and 
Recommendations in re Late Night and Owl Service Modifications; the Special Master's May 14, 1999 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re Motion for Clarification and Modification in Re to Load Factor 
Compliance, page 30; Judge Hatter's September 23, 1999 Memorandum Opinion and Order generally; and 
the Special Master's December 9, 2002 Order, pages 53 and 58, and generally. 
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Lastly, the BRU cannot fully respond to MTA Limited service proposal because MTA has not 
provided the adequate data to do. MT A must provide this data within the next couple of months. 

Below is a discussion of each of MT A's proposals and the BRU alternative. 

A. Restore at least 87 buses and 92,900 annual revenue hours of cut service 

MT A's proposal in its load factor service plan to cut existing service-with the implementation 
of Rapid Bus and Limited service, in sector cuts, and in contract service--comes in the context 
of a series of cuts to existing bus service over the last six years. In almost every six month 
"shake-up" from December 1996 until June 2002 MTA has cut service, totaling 481,400 annual 
revenue hours and 164 buses (separate from any lines considered part of the Five Year New 
Service Plan). During the same time period, MTA re-invested only 77 buses and 388,500 
revenue hours back into bus service ( other than for load factor and the Five Year New Service 
Plan), for a net reduction of 92,900 hours and 87 buses: 18 

19 

Bus Service Changes (other than Load Factor or Five Year New Service Plan)1
, 

Peak Annual Peak Annual Revenue 
Date Buses Revenue Buses Hours Added 

Cut Hours Cut Added 
Dec 96 -11 -36,100 1 0 
Jun 97 -23 -12,500 22 46,500 
Dec 97 -8 -46,100 2 0 
Jun 98 -1 -89,200 2 25 ,200 
Dec98 -2 -5,500 IO 14,800 
Jun 99 -6 0 0 14,100 
Dec 99 -14 -62,600 10 96,200 
Jun00 -40 -102,300 15 80,500 
Dec00 -1 -19,500 3 21 ,400 
Jun 01 -25 -52,900 6 500 
Dec 01 -20 -30,000 5 58,900 
Jun02 -13 -24,700 I 30,400 
Totals: -164 -481,400 77 388,500 

Net totals since Dec 96: - 87 buses; -92,900 hours 

Obviously, MT A needs to make many ongoing minor adjustments in the normal operations of the bus 
system that do not diminish bus service. These are not registered here. The changes listed here are ones 
with a net change in revenue hours . 

The source for this data is the MTA's "Chronology of Annualized Revenue Hour Changes" and 
"Chronology of Weekday Peak Bus Changes" with data through June 2002. MTA included these 
spreadsheets as part of its report relating to actions taken in response to Judge Hatter's September 23, 1999 
Memorandum Opinion and Order. The "comments" column on the far right of the chronology lists each 
set of changes with a brief description and the accompanying change in annual revenue hours and peak 
buses. 
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MT A made a series of service reductions and then added only part of those resources back, 
showing a failure to fully prioritize and reallocate funds to bus service. Further, MTA's 
documentation of service changes demonstrates a pattern of diverting bus eligible funds to help 
expand other programs, as is evident in the fact that during these same six years MT A has 
expanded its rail operations budget, on new and old projects, by 52%.20 Previously, the BRU 
has contested these sets of cuts with the MT A directly at each "shake-up" and not with the 
Special Master. However, as the scale and pattern of MTA's diversion of resources out of the 
bus system are now evident, this pattern must be addressed directly and corrected by restoring 
these resources to the bus system. Therefore, in the current context, MT A bus operations must 
go up by 87 buses in the peak fleet and 92,900 annual revenue hours in addition to the current 
ESUs requirements, which also must be a complete addition to bus operations. 

Further, cuts made since December 1996 have resulted in a deterioration of bus service for 
thousands of riders. Transit dependent riders are bearing the additional burdens of increased 
commuting time, the extra costs and inconvenience of transfers, and decreased countywide 
mobility. For example, MTA has lengthened the headways on at least 19 lines over the last six 
years, mostly in the midday off-peak time-such as on the 234 Line, which went from 25 to 30 
minute headways, from bad service to worse. Another category is MT A cancellation of freeway 
service. As an example, MTA cancelled the 436 freeway line, increasing riders' travel time by at 
least 10 minutes and adding $127/year in extra costs for non-pass users due to added transfers. 
MTA has also cancelled a variety of other lines and segments of lines. The cumulative impact is 
a substantial diminishment in the quality of service for bus riders. 

Therefore, the BRU proposes that a service plan for restoration of these 92,900 revenue hours 
and 87 buses should be developed jointly by the JWG with an eye toward restoration of past cut 
service first and then implementation of other new services. If, however, BRU and MTA cannot 
agree on re-instating a particular service, either side can propose re-investing the same total 
amount of buses and revenue hours as other on-street bus service as long as this service is 
consistent with the Consent Decree-such as reducing wait-times-and is separate from load 
factor and the Five Year New Service Plan. Again, this last condition is very important in order 
to protect Consent Decree load factor and New Service as their own sets of expansion services. 
Finally, this service plan may exceed the 87 buses and 92,900 revenue hours, but can be no less. 

BRU proposes that MT A present a service plan to re-instate these resources to bus services by 
the middle of May 2003. JWG would try to come to agreement on the plan by the middle of 
June. If there is disagreement, both sides would indicate such disagreement to the Special 
Master on June 15 and submit formal positions two weeks later for the Special Master to resolve 
the issue. Once agreed upon by the JWG, or ordered by the Special Master if necessary, this 
service plan would be implemented in September 2003. 

20 On page 19 of its FY97 Budget, MT A lists 110.8 million as the annual costs for its rail operations. In 
appendix 9 and on page 1-20 of its FY03 Budget, MTA lists 153.2 million as the annual costs for its rail 
operations. The difference in costs is 52.54 million per year-a 52% increase. 
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B. MTA 's Rapid Bus program fits into MTA 's pattern of non-expansion but should be 
dealt with as part of the Five Year New Service Plan over the next six months 

The core of MTA's Rapid Bus program is to fund it within the pool of current bus operations 
resources by cutting existing bus services. Of MTA's entire Rapid Bus program of 24 lines 
(after the 720 and 750) with 400 in-service buses and 95 spare buses, only one bus is planned to 
be expansion service: 

Revenue Hours (in thousands) Buses 
MT A's Rapid Bus Program21 Before After Before After 

Rapid Bus Rapid Bus Diff Rapid Bus Rapid Bus Diff 
24 Lines (after 720 & 750) 2,827 2,843 15 808 809 l 

The rest-i.e., all--0f the Rapid Bus service hours and buses are drawn from eliminating any 
existing Limited service on that line or converting Local service-sometimes both. For example, 
Wilshire, Vermont, and Broadway have all had their Limited service completely canceled, and 
Van Nuys is proposed to have its Limited service cut in June 2003. Some Rapid Bus lines are 
also constituted partially from cuts to existing Local service. For example the Vermont Line had 
27.4% of its revenue hours cut from Local service to resource Rapid Bus.22 MTA is able to 
produce more total trips from the same resources because the faster running time from skipping 
many stops results in a faster round trip cycle by the bus. The BRU strongly supports the Rapid 
Bus practice of having a bus line with fewer stops in order to go faster as long as this bus line is 
full expansion service and not simply re-shuffled existing service. MTA's current Rapid Bus 
program, however, constitutes a series of service reductions that have significant adverse impacts 
on riders. 

Despite repeated requests from the BRU, MTA has provided little quantifiable data on any 
negative impacts-increased transfers, increased walking, or increased waiting times-resulting 
from implementation of Rapid Bus in this way. What is known is that because Rapid Bus is 
implemented on some of the highest volume lines in the city, tens of thousands of people are 
affected to some degree by these negative impacts. Riders from the cancelled Limited service 
whose starting and destination points are not served by Rapid Bus stops either: a) use only the 
Local service which will slow down their travel times; b) use Local and Rapid, which as a 
combination may or may not be faster, but definitely results in less seamless travel by having to 
transfer more, or; c) walk more to access a Rapid Bus stop--up to a quarter mile at all times of 
day. For the Local ridership, any cuts result in buses coming less often, increasing riders' overall 
travel time. And although Rapid Bus may have a higher percentage of overall corridor ridership 
than Limited, now the Local service will carry not only most of its current riders, but also 

21 

22 

From Table 4 in Attachment A to MTA's September 18, 2002 Proposal Re: Metro Rapid Five Year 
Implementation Plan that was passed by the MTA Board. This table is enclosed here as Attachment 3. 

See Attachment 4 for MTA' s "Comparison Service Plan for Vermont Rapid Bus Corridor" provided in 
supporting detail to MT A's proposed load factor service plan sent to Special Master on March 3, 2003. 
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displaced Limited riders, as well as some altogether new riders-as on Wilshire where Local 
ridership went up 26%.23 For all of these riders, less Local service means either wait or walk. 

Though the Rapid Bus program is still primarily a component of the Five Year New Service 
Plan, it also overlaps with load factor issues because the designated Rapid Bus corridors are the 
same as some of the highest load factor corridors. In this context, as it springs from simply 
reshuffling existing service and not expanding service, MTA's Rapid Bus program contradicts 
the Consent Decree agreement that funds from outside of the bus system should be reallocated 
for load factor purposes, and also the specific Court directives not to diminish the quality of 
service to the transit dependent. However, as indicated in the JWG letter to the Special Master 
on February 6, 2003, no specific action in these proceedings is required on Rapid Bus as this 
issue (except for MTA's ESU exemption proposal) should be addressed more fully as part of the 
Five Year New Service Plan over the next six months and not here. At that point, the dispute 
between the Bus Riders Union and MTA regarding whether Rapid Bus will be expansion service 
or service cut from existing bus operations will be addressed. Significant analysis regarding the 
above points and others will need to be examined and resolved at that time. 

C. MFA has not provided adequate data on the implementation on any of the newly 
proposed Limited service lines; MF A should provide such data within the next two months. 

MTA's proposed Limited service continues MTA's drive not to reallocate resources from outside 
the bus system for load factor expansion, but instead to reshuffle existing resources, in this case 
within a single bus line--cutting from one piece to add to another. MT A admits this, but will 
also try to say it is a transit driven action; however, if this proposal was transit related, as 
compared to budget related, it would have already been done because Limited service is not a 
new concept to MT A. 

Unfortunately, despite repeated requests from the BRU, MTA has provided little data and 
analysis regarding the proposed Limited lines. This is particularly true in regard to potential 
negative impacts such as increased wait/travel times and more transfers, but is also true for many 
aspects of this proposal. As MT A has not provided the adequate data regarding its proposed 
implementation of Limited service-on any of the newly proposed Limited service lines-BRU 
cannot fully respond here. MTA should provide such data, as has been outlined in previous 
document requests and also at the JWG, within the next two months. 

D. MTA must reallocate 69,233 revenue hours and 30 buses from outside the bus 
system, not from cuts to existing service 

Instead of reallocating funds from outside the bus system, and in addition to all the other past and 
proposed cuts, MT A proposes another set of service cuts for June 2003 that will continue the 
pattern of deterioration of the bus system. MTA proposes a total reduction of 30 buses and 

2J See Attachment 5 for page 6 of MT A Board Report entitled "Los Angeles Metro Rapid Demonstration 
Program Final Report" February 2002. 
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82,762 annual revenue hours, with O buses and 13,496 revenue hours re-invested into other bus 
services, for a net reduction of 30 peak buses and 69,266 revenue hours:24 

FY 2003 Service Chan~ e Proposals (other than for ESUs) 
MT A Service Sector Peak Buses Annual Rev. Peak Annual 

Cut Hours Cut Buses Revenue Hours 
Added Added 

Gateway Cities -8 -8,636 0 9,399 
San Gabriel Valley -3 0 0 3,355 

San Fernando Valley -6 -16,066 0 742 
Westside & South LA 13 est. -58,060 Unknown Unknown 

Totals: -30 -82,762 0 13,496 

Net Reduction: -30 buses and -69,266 annual revenue hours 

Again, the Consent Decree requirement is very clear that the load factor must be met by 
reallocating funds from outside the bus system and not by siphoning-off existing bus operations 
money and equipment to be shifted around in the bus system for load factor purposes. 

Also again, these are not innocuous changes but represent a deterioration in the bus system
even in sectors that have service added back into them. As an example from the San Fernando 
Valley, MTA is proposing a further scaling back of freeway service by cutting the 418 Line
increasing travel time by approximately 20 minutes each way. San Gabriel is also slated to have 
freeway service cut, this time the 401 Line. This is particularly interesting because the 401 was 
listed as the alternative service to the 402 Line which MTA cut a few years ago. Cancellation of 
Line 401 will increase travel times by approximately 15 minutes-JO minutes a day roundtrip for 
1,930 riders. 

In the Gateway Cities Service Sector, MT A's proposal to truncate the 105 Line (in order to fund 
another improvement) results in at least a 20-minute increase on average in travel time for 
roundtrip riders and an increase in cost of $.50 a day (or $127/year) for non-pass holders. The 
119 Line has a similar story: truncation increases travel time for some riders by 40-45 minutes on 
average and adds a cost of $.50/day for cash fare riders. 

In contrast to the others, MTA has not provided any. detailed information for the 
Westside/Central and South Bay Service Sectors beyond what was listed on the one-page sheet 
submitted to the Special Master on March 3, 2003. Nor has MTA held a public hearing on these 
proposed cuts yet, whereas the other sectors have. 

24 MT A' s one-page service change summary sheet in the supporting details of its proposed service plan lists a 
73,460 revenue hour reduction and does not list the number of buses associated with these revenue hours. 
MTA 's budget spreadsheet at the end of its proposed service plan lists 70,000 revenue hours and 30 buses. 
The more detailed sector-specific spreadsheets shared by MT A in the JWG show the changes for all sectors 
as 69,266 revenue hours, so BRU will use this as the most exact accounting. Also, as compared to MT A's 
initial one-page service change summary sheet referenced at the beginning of this footnote, the table in the 
text lists changes in five sectors because these are what are listed in the same sector-specific spreadsheets 
given to the MT A Board and the BRU at the JWG. 
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Just as service should not have been cut from 1996 through 2002, neither should this current set 
of cuts occur. Further, the "re-investment" portions of this series of changes should be done as 
overlay additions to the existing service. This is also what some MTA Board members think, as 
six voted to support the ultimately failed motion by MTA Board Member and County Supervisor 
Yvonne Burke to do just that on a subset of the lines. If MTA continues to disagree, it must 
come up with a plan to re-invest those 30 buses and 69,233 annual revenue hours into the bus 
system for other improvements-separate from load factor or the Five Year New Service Plan
and cannot cut these buses and hours to feed load factor requirements. 

E. MTA must not cut contract services and instead must reallocate resources.from 
outside the bus system 

Unmentioned in the rest of MT A's plan, but which appears in the budget summary, is a line item 
stating that 30,000 of the annual revenue hours to meet the load factor requirements would come 
from contracted services. MTA told the JWG that these annual revenue hours are not a cut from 
existing service but are in fact revenue hours that had been planned for other contracted 
expansion that MTA is now using for load factor. If so, fine. 

However, in the table titled "MTA Bus Fleet Requirements and Procurements for FY03-FY10" 
in MTA's Bus Fleet Management Plan from February 27, 2003, MTA states in a footnote: "21 
Contract buses are being reallocated due to cancellations of some contract service lines (part of 
the June 2003 Service Change Program), which results in a zero impact in their bus 
requirements."25 If this is so, and it must be given more weight until proven otherwise, this is 
another part of MT A's pattern of not reallocating enough equipment and funds from outside the 
bus system and instead aiming for "zero impact"-that is "zero impact" on MTA's budget, not 
on riders. 

F. New Hastus program may result in no change to on-street service, but MTA needs 
to prove it; regardless any savings should be re-invested to the bus system separate from 
load factor requirements 

MTA proposes that it can provide 150,000 revenue hours and 40 buses by applying a new 
scheduling program called MinBus as part of its Rastus scheduling program. The BRU has two 
issues here: First, MTA has acknowledged in JWG meetings that some on-street service changes 
could occur from MinBus depending on the parameters given to the software, but that MT A 
plans no reduction to on-street service, only reductions in "inefficient off-route, deadhead and 
layover operations." BRU acknowledges that theoretically this may be possible to do, but MTA 
has not provided the back-up data and analysis to test and prove this assertion. MT A must 
provide a method for testing its actions and demonstrate that the Rastus program passes the test 
to not reduce service. 

25 See Attachment 6 for the "MTA Bus Fleet Requirements and Procurements for FY03-FY10" in Appendix 
11 of MT A's February 27, 2003 "Bus Fleet Management Plan". 
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Second, and more importantly, even if MTA proves that this new computer software does not 
reduce existing service, MT A must use these hours to make other improvements within the bus 
system and cannot divert them to load factor requirements. 
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V. Establish a three-year procurement plan, starting 
with immediate purchase of 380 buses (in addition to those 
buses already bought/planned to be bought by MTA) to 
replace the "inactive" contingency fleet buses which will be 
used temporarily to fulfill the required expansion seivice 

After determining the amount of equipment needed to fulfill the required service levels ( as 
discussed in the previous sections), the next step is to ensure that actual buses are available to 
fulfill them--especially while maintaining the steady retirement of overage or newly-coming-of
retirement-age buses. BRU and MTA agree that MTA does not have enough buses to do so now 
or with imminent bus deliveries and initially will have to add already retired buses from MTA's 
"inactive" fleet to the road. BRU and MTA also agree that these already retired "inactive" buses 
will have to be re-retired as soon as possible-requiring purchases now in order for buses to be 
delivered over the next one to three years.26 MTA and the BRU do not agree on the scale of the 
procurement, primarily because of the difference in the proposed service levels. Also in dispute 
is ensuring that regular retirement of old buses continues on time and that expansion service is 
actually implemented with new buses. To meet all expansion and retirement needs, the BRU 
proposes a three year procurement plan, starting with the immediate purchase of 380 buses (in 
addition to those already ordered/planned). 27 

Current and near-future bus availability has been significantly shaped by MTA's choice to slow 
down the end of the court-ordered "Accelerated Procurement Plan" from 1998, so that not 
enough new buses are available now, or even close to now, for current needs. A comparison 
between the total bus deliveries by date in the court-ordered "Accelerated Procurement Plan" and 
in the MT A's newly proposed procurement plan demonstrates this fact: 

26 

27 

Cumulative bus deliveries from Accelerated Procurement Plan 
End of fiscal year FY02 FY03 FY04 FY0S FY06 
Court ordered 1818 1848 2095 
Current MTA 1798 1818 1828 1948 2098 

MT A has stated this position in its written plan and at the JWG. However, MT A indicated last week that it 
may try to change its proposal to keep old buses on the road and then re-retire them in the future . MT A has 
indicated it is considering lowering its spare ratio from the long established 20% in order for MTA to 
expand the number of buses in service but not increase its total active fleet (peak buses plus spares). This, 
of course, results in fewer spare buses being available to substitute for broken down in-service buses. This 
also results in more wear and tear on the existing in-service buses as they are being asked to do more with 
less. Given historical and current mechanical reliability issues (detailed in the following section), BRU 
opposes this shift. The Special Master should order the MT A to maintain a 20% spare ratio. 

Past load factor proceedings have focused primarily on particular bus orders. This will continue, but as part 
of a multi-year plan of procurements, in order to avoid any slippage between buses used for retiring old 
buses and buses used for expanding the bus fleet. Tracking all retirement and expansion needs by year over 
a multi-year period and timing the total procurements/deliveries correctly will ensure all needs are met. 
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The court-ordered "Accelerated Procurement Plan" originally established that 2095 buses would 
be delivered by the end of FY04 (June 2004). MTA now will not complete the delivery of the 
last 277 buses until FY06.28 This results, again, in MTA keeping old buses on the road for 
longer, buying fewer buses overall, and buying them later.29 On page 26 of his March 6, 1999 
Order, the Special Master stated, "should MTA modify or scale back its accelerated bus 
replacement plan ... additional measures may be required at that time." The expansion of service 
levels for load factor requires "additional measures" now-a new procurement plan. 

The total need for newly purchased buses for the next three years (June 2003 to June 2006) for 
load factor expansion service and for bus retirement is 727.30 This is 381 buses to retire 
currently overage buses and buses that will come to retirement over that time frame, and 346 
buses to re-retire the old buses to be temporarily used for expansion, shown below by year: 31 

New Equipment Needs 
By end of fiscal year:* FY03 FY04 FY0S FY06 TOTAL 
overage Buses to Retire by Year {separate 
from the "inactive" contingency fleet buses 55 7 123 196 
temporarily used for below expansion) G 
Load Factor Expansion Buses 185 

Spares for LF Expansion 37 
Past Cuts Restoration Buses 87 

Spares for Restored Service 15 
SF Valley BRT Expansion Buses 18 

~pares tor ~t- Valley !:SK 1 4 
1 otal 277 109 145 196 727 

*MT A's fiscal year ends in June of that calender year (i.e., FY03 ends June 30, 2003) 

MTA currently only has 300 buses that are bought or planned to be bought for this same three 
year period, with most to be delivered in the last two years-fiscal years 2005 and 2006. This 

28 

29 

JO 
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Based on the "MTA Bus Fleet Requirements and Procurements for FY03-FYI0" in Appendix l l ofMTA's 
February 27, 2003 "Bus Fleet Management Plan" (see Attachment 6) and also JWG discussion. This 
assumes that all of these last buses will actually be purchased; as discussed later, only 100 buses have been 
so far. 

In reference to past procurements, also notice the difference between MT A's "Delivery Schedule 
Summary" from MT A's Fourth Quarter 2001 Consent Decree Quarterly Report and the same report from 
two years prior (see both in Attachment 7). The earlier report listed the need for 297 buses for the previous 
expansion order from Judge Hatter, but this had disappeared by the later report, as MTA simply held old 
buses on the road longer. 

Additionally, depending on the outcome of the Five Year New Service Plan discussion, this total may 
increase by another 550 buses, but this projection is not included here. Any future off-peak expansion 
service will not require additional purchases because the need for peak buses is greater than off-peak, so 
any equipment needed would be available. 

See Attachment 8 for amount of overage buses from MTA's "VMS: Distribution of Buses/Number of 
Buses by Age by Division" report for January I, 2003. All the expansion service needs are discussed in the 
previous sections of this plan except the San Fernando Valley Bus Rapid Transit Project (BRT). Though 
contested, MTA includes 22 buses in its fleet plan for the BRT project, so they are included here. 
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leaves MTA short a total of 427 buses over the next three years (727 total need, minus 300 
planned). 

Of these 300 buses planned for by MTA, so far only 100 have actually been purchased. Beyond 
that the MT A Board has approved the plan to buy 200 articulated buses, but no contract has been 
established yet. This means that MT A must follow through with actually purchasing the 200 
articulated buses already in its plan and then buy an additional 427 buses over the next three 
years to meet the remaining need. The following, therefore, is a multi-year delivery schedule 
assuming the immediate purchase of the first 380 buses to be delivered in FY04 and FY05: 

Proposed Bus Delivery/Procurement Plan 
Fiscal year FY03 FY04 
Total MTA 20 10 
Total BRU 20 160 

Amount within above totals already 
20 10 

purchased and awaiting delivery only 
Amount within above totals already 
planned by MT A, but awaiting purchase 
and delivery 
Amount within above totals not planned, 
which require immediate purchase and 150 
delivery for BRU Plan 

Specifically, the Special Master should order MT A to: 

FY05 
120 
350 

20 

100 

230 

FY06 
150 
197 

50 

100 

47 

TOTAL 
300 
727 

• Establish a three-year procurement plan with the total delivery amounts shown in the 
"Total BRU" row above; 

• Immediately purchase the 380 buses shown above in the row titled "Amount within 
above total not planned, which requires immediate purchase and delivery" for FY04 and 
FYOS; 

• Purchase 4 7 more buses over the next six months that have not yet been ordered, to be 
delivered by the end of FY06. 

An option for up to 696 40-seat NABI buses already exists, as does an option for up to 400 
articulated NABI buses. The delivery of these buses would be faster than a totally new 
procurement because the base contract is already established (i.e., the bidding process is already 
completed). 
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Service Plan to 

Improve Service Reliability 
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I. Create a service plan for missing bus trips focused 
on reducing mechanical breakdowns within one month 

On page 32 of his December 9~ 2002 Order, the Special Master described his analysis of load 
factor violations from "missing bus trips": 

While the MT A is to be lauded for the substantial improvement in the reliability 
of its fleet operation, the portion of exceedences above the 1.25 and 1.20 LFTs 
due to "missed trips" nonetheless is still significant. Under the Consent Decree, 
the MTA is obligated to meet the specific load factor targets on each and every 
bus line; accordingly, it is appropriate to develop remedies to enable the MTA to 
reduce the approximately 15 to 20 percent of exceedences attributable to 
mechanical failures, lack of bus operators, in-service failures and other factors. 
Consistent with the precedent applied during the 1.35 LFT, which both parties 
acknowledge has led to a decrease in overcrowding levels, I believe that the JWG 
should ascertain the sub-causes of "missed trips" exceedences and that tailored, 
specific remedies should be developed to address these factors. 

Based on this analysis, on page 60 of his December 9, 2002 Order, the Special Master ordered: 

Consistent with the precedent followed during the 1.35 LFT phase, the JWG 
should identify the sub-causes of "missed trips" exceedences, and the MT A 
should develop narrowly tailored remedies to address these specific sub-causes. 
The MTA, after consultation with the JWG, should develop a remediation plan to 
reduce overcrowding attributable to "missed trips," which should be submitted to 
the JWG and the Special Master as part of the Service Plan. 

In response, MT A offered no proposal to remedy missed trip violations, nor even any analysis 
about the sub-causes of these violations. In fact, MT A has addressed these issues even more 
extensively in its Consent Decree Quarterly Reports and in JWG discussions than it has in its 
proposed service plan. In its service plan, MTA proposes only to: 

• Review the missed trip violations that have no information regarding the sub-cause to 
determine why the agency has no information (mostly to fix the process that resulted in 
no information but also to determine if MTA occasionally erroneously identified a 
violation as missed trip that actually had a data or checker error); 

• Study some bus lines to see if there are "identifiable reasons for the missed trip." 

MTA is not operating as if a remedy has been ordered as required by the Special Master, but as if 
it is still investigating the problem, and for that matter, is in no hurry to do so. 
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In this area in particular the BRU is heavily reliant upon MTA to provide some data and analysis 
on current operating performance (and therefore potential remedial actions). Since MTA has 
provided virtually no such data and analysis in its current plan, the BRU cannot provide a full 
remedy plan. However, the BRU has been able to develop specific alternatives to MTA's non
proposal based on other MT A documentation and past work in this area. 

A. Improving in-service mechanical reliability 

First, while a small part of the remedy involves fixing the documentation process, significant 
MTA analysis already exists identifying the primary cause of missed trip violations. MTA has 
already produced analysis of missed trip violations from January 2002 to June 2002 that shows 
that 78% of the missed trip violations throughout the bus system are due to mechanical 
breakdowns-mostly while a bus is in service.32 MTA's latest Consent Decree Quarterly Report 
has corresponding statistics. For example, mechanical problems-specifically with engines, 
brakes, etc.-caused 85% of the in-service failures from October 2001 through December 
2002.33 Further, from January 2002 to December 2002, mechanical failures caused 77% of the 
out-lates and cancellations of buses from bus divisions.34 Mechanical problems-particularly 
while a bus is in-service-have been clearly identified by MTA as the predominant cause of 
missed trip violations for which remedies need to be developed. 

Measuring the miles between in-service failures as a gauge for improvement in fleet reliability 
has been included in previous load factor proceedings, as the Special Master ordered MT A to 
raise the miles between total roadcalls. MT A now lists its miles between total roadcalls as up 
from about 700 in June 1998 to about 3500 today.35 As a result of this improved fleet reliability, 
missed trip violations have decreased. As in-service failure is the main sub-cause of missed trip 
violations, the total miles between in-service failures will continue to be the baseline barometer 
of improvement. A corresponding key indicator will be the miles between mechanical 
breakdowns (i.e., "chargeable" breakdowns in MTA lexicon) which specifically measures 
mechanical problems only, and not all service interruptions. 

MTA should be required to develop and then implement a specific plan of action for increasing 
mechanical reliability, particularly in-service reliability. This plan should draw from MTA's 
extensive data on its mechanical reliability performance and include a textual and quantifiable 
analysis of the ability of the following issues to raise the miles between roadcalls (both total 

32 

33 

34 

35 

See Attachment 9 for MTA's list of missed trip violations by cause given to BRU at the JWG in October 
2002 and included in the official record of the October 29, 2002 hearing with the Special Master. After the 
78% (except for an occasional data problem) the remainder is due to a variety of non-mechanical problems. 
MT A agreed with the BRU at the JWG that this ratio of 78% due to mechanical problems and 22% due to 
non-mechanical problems would be the same split for the undocumented missed trip violations. 

See Attachment IO for page 47 of MT A Fourth Quarter 2002 Consent Decree Quarterly Report. 

See Attachment I I for page 40-41 of MTA Fourth Quarter 2002 Consent Decree Quarterly Report. 

See Fourth Quarter 2002 Consent Decree Quarterly Report, page 23 . 
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roadcalls and mechanical failure only roadcalls), most of which have been addressed by this 
Court before: 

• Total available number of operators, mechanics, service attendants, and maintenance 
supervisors 

• Ratio of mechanics, service attendants, and maintenance supervisors to buses 
• Recurring defect and mechanical failure analysis-by bus, sub-fleet, type of problem 

and location of problem 
• Prioritization of worst cases of mechanical repairs 
• Time to finish mechanical repairs 
• Preventative maintenance 
• Past-due critical maintenance 
• Level of supervision 
• General, vendor specific, and advanced technology training-especially for CNG buses 
• Spare parts availability 
• ADA specific training 
• New facilities 

This plan can also include any other issues MT A deems relevant for improving mechanical 
reliability. From this analysis, MTA should develop a specific set of remedy actions-textually 
and quantifiably-to reach, in stages: 

• The levels of 5,000 miles, 6,000 miles, and 7,000 miles between total roadcalls on 
average for all sectors (MTA averages systemwide about 3,500 to 4,000-some sectors 
are higher, some lower); 

• The levels of 8,000 miles, 10,000 miles, and 12,000 miles between mechanical only (i.e. 
chargeable) roadcalls on average for all sectors (MTA averages systemwide about 6,000 
miles, with some sector higher, some lower).36 

This would include specific schedules for reaching these levels over the next three years and the 
expected impact on reducing missed trip violations. 

B. Analysis and remedy for non-mechanical problems 

MT A's January 2002 to June 2002 analysis of missed trip violations revealed 23% of the missed 
trip violations are caused by non-mechanical problems. These sub-causes, in fact, do need to be 

36 MT A has provided little detail on the possible and required levels of in-service reliability. The only 
discussion has been referencing other transit properties. While measuring against other properties is not the 
relevant standard in this case, as none of those properties have the same performance requirements agreed 
to by MTA in the Consent Decree, other properties demonstrate what is possible at least. For instance, in 
the JWG, MT A referenced that the Washington, D.C. transit system is at 5,400 miles between total road 
calls. And Deputy CEO John Catoe told the JWG that some transit agencies are at 10,000 and 12,000 miles 
between mechanical only road calls. 
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studied and specific remedies developed for them. MT A should include these as a specific 
separate section in the plan for improved service reliability. 

C. Establish procedures to document sub-causes 

Ongoing monitoring and reporting should include study of the missed trips violations which lack 
the sub-cause supporting data in order to understand why there is no documentation. If, in the 
course of this study, MT A identifies-and BRU agrees-that some trips MTA identified as 
missed trip violations actually had data or checker errors, they should be re-classified as such. 
After MT A identifies why in some instances it has no data on the sub-cause of a missed trip 
violation, MT A should set up a process to ensure all sub-causes are properly documented 
henceforth. Once this new set of procedures is operating, all missed trips should be identified by 
sub-cause in MTA's Consent Decree Quarterly Report in the causal analysis section, and also in 
a total list similar to the one already used for January 2002 through June 2002. 

This plan for overall improved service reliability should be provided by MTA to the JWG one 
month from the Special Master's decision regarding these service plans. BRU proposes that 
JWG have three weeks to determine agreement or disagreement. If needed, the BRU would 

. submit an alternative plan two weeks later. 
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Ongoing Reporting and Monitoring 
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I. Ongoing Reporting and Monitoring 

The creation of the Consent Decree Quarterly Report was one of the major steps forward during 
the last set of load factor remedies. 37 It established a set of information about load factor 
violations, remedy actions, and general bus operations performance that is routinely produced in 
a uniform, comprehensive, and yet fairly concise manner. It should be continued throughout the 
lifetime of the Decree. 

It should also be made better-more responsive and more tailored. First, some pieces of 
information-such as the line-by-line mapping of violations-should continue to be included but 
with a few improvements. Second, some information-such as on operators and mechanics
has only been partially included in the past and should be expanded now. Third, some basic 
MT A reports--on fleet size, procurements, aging, etc.-that have been included sporadically 
should be a consistent attachment to the Quarterly Report. Fourth, some information-such as 
total revenue hours and the chronology of changes in peak buses and revenue hours-has not 
been included in previous Quarterly Reports but should be now. Finally, some information never 
yet produced by MT A-such as specific scheduling information of some trips-should also be 
included. Accordingly, the BRU proposes that the following information be included regularly 
in the Quarterly Report and provided to the BRU both in hardcopy and computer form (as is 
done now). 

A. Production and analysis of line-by-line overcrowding data 

Line-by-Line Mapping of Load Factor Violations. Undoubtedly the core piece of information 
required, MT A should continue to produce the line-by-line mapping of violations on a quarterly 
basis until 2006. For the most part, the form of the line-by-line mapping should remain the same 
as now. However, the following improvements should be implemented: 

37 

38 

• Include peak and off-peak (midday, evening, owl, Saturday, and Sunday) data-separated 
by category; 

• Include data for two years prior to the last day of the current quarter (rather than for one 
year prior as MTA does now); 

• List all non-overlapping violations for the above date range;38 
· 

MT A titled this report the Consent Decree Quarterly Report but in reality it has only been on load factor 
and not on the entire Consent Decree. This report is also sometimes referred to simply as the Quarterly 
Report. 

MT A has occasionally had some problems listing all the violations in the line-by-line mapping. MT A has 
sometimes only listed one non-overlapping violation that actually straddled two non-overlapping 
violations, thereby listing only half of all the existing violations. See Attachment 12 for a list of MTA 
corrections to Quarterly Report data given to the BRU in which numerous of these instances were fixed. 
While MT A corrected these mistakes in this instance, such a process should be re-enforced as required. 
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• Of all possible violations (see above), if a choice exists between overlapping windows of 
overcrowding, choose the highest load factor as the core violation to be listed; 

• List the data for the whole time period checked in the accompanying Causal Analysis, 
with all missed trips marked by cause, and all bus trips identified by bus series and 
number of seats; 

• Mark any added service by additional trip and the 20-minute time period it was added to, 
and then list the total added trips for this quarter and each preceding quarter; 

• Produce total time range of violations graph showing the time range in which violations 
have occurred over the last two years for each line, location, and direction separated by 
AM peak, midday off-peak, PM peak, evening off-peak, owl off-peak, Saturday, and 
Sunday. See example in Attachment 13. 

Frequency of point checks. Increase point checks on the next 20 heaviest volume lines after the 
non-top 20 lines (i.e., 21 st to 40th heaviest volume lines) to twice a month. Begin checks on the 
five heaviest volume owl service lines. 

B. Additional data and analysis of load factor violations and bus system operations 
and performance, with all sources of data referenced 

Specific information, data, and analysis to be included in Already 
Quarterly Report Receive?/ 

Comments 
Number of lines that did not meet the 1.2 load factor standard that quarter, No 
with a list of such lines 

Total number of violations by causal analysis category by line and totaled for Yes 
all lines 
Number of days point checked for each line, location, direction by quarter No 
compared against the number of point checks mandated to be done for that 
line, location, direction for that quarter 
Discussion of action steps and progress on each remedy action ordered by Yes 
the Special Master-textually and quantifiably But could be fuller 
Any newly required ESUs (with spreadsheet of calculations attached in an N/A in past 
appendix) 
Any new trips added, listed by the time and place the expansion bus trip is No 
scheduled to start, pass the peak load point, and end; 
Bus ridership by line and systemwide Systemwide only 

In-service revenue hours, buses and trips for each line by time of day (i.e., Partially received; last 
AM peak, midday off-peak, etc.) and whole day for the last three years three years allows 
through the present quarter, with any differences noted baseline comparison 
In-service revenue hours systemwide (directly operated and contracted) for Partially received; last 
bus and rail for the past three years through the present quarter three years allows 

baseline comparison 
Number of bus and rail operators (part-time, full time, and total) by fiscal year Last three years 
(indicating end or beginning of year) for the past three years through the allows baseline 
present quarter and projected for next year comparison 
Operator-assignment ratio with discussion of whether any shortfalls exist Yes 
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Updated "Chronology of Buses" spreadsheet for daily peak, off-peak, Once 
Saturday, and Sunday 
Updated "Chronology of Annualized Revenue Hours" spreadsheet for daily Once 
peak, off-peak, Saturday, and Sunday 
Number of mechanics, service attendants, and maintenance supervisors for Last three years 
the past three years through the present quarter and projected for next year allows baseline 

comparison 
Mechanic and service attendant-to-bus ratio with discussion of MTA's policy, Never given in the 
actual levels and any shortfalls past 
VMS Fleet Aging reports: Generally given 

VMS: Distribution of Buses/ Number of buses by age by division outside of QR, 
VMS: Distribution of Buses/ Number of buses by age and by bus series sporadically with QR 
Number of buses by accumulated life mileage by division 
Number of buses by accumulated life mileage by bus series 

Same summary of bus delivery schedule with a status report for each bus Partially 
procurement but modified to include tag for replacing any buses held on the 
road until new buses arrive 
Same Fleet Activity Model as current but modified to include source Partially and 
information and comparison or reconciliation with other fleet size numbers occasionally 
such as in the 4-12 and 4-24 reports, as well as to include contract service 
levels 
Headways for each line (with any differences for different segments of a line Partially and 
noted, i.e., for the end of a line) for each six months from the beginning of the occasionally provided 
Consent Decree forward 
Missed trip violations by sub-cause Once 

In-service equipment failures by line, bus series, and sub-cause (with totals Yes 
also}, and including analysis 
Out-lates and cancellations by reasons by division Yes 

Analysis of facilities capacity and need for new facilities Occasionally 

All money that is bus eligible (local, state, and federal) that is currently not Never given in the 
allocated to the bus system, separated by capital and operations (list from past 
largest amount to smallest amount); itemize Prop A and Prop C funding by 
amount and expenditure 

Also, in the causal analysis section of the Quarterly Report, MTA lists details for each bus line 
with specific updates for that line. This page should be improved to become a more exact line 
profile with line-specific information, including the following (from the systemwide reports 
listed above): 

• Number of days checked for location and direction by quarter compared against the 
number of checks mandated to be done for that location and direction for that quarter 

• Changes in service including scheduling information and trip, bus, and revenue hour 
changes (with totals past and present) 

• Ridership (past and present) 
• Types of buses in service 
• Headways (past and present) 

This would allow for a quick, comprehensive reference for each line. 
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C. Exclusion of irrelevant information 

Finally, MTA should be ordered to exclude its unilateral percentage compliance claims (in any 
form) and its claims about static windows as the compliance standard because neither is 
consistent with the law of the case. 
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SUBJECT: 

Mctropolicaa 

8 
BOARD MEETING 

APRIL 26, 2001 

MUNICIPAL OPERATOR SERVICE IMPROVEMENT 
PROGRAM 

Transportation ACTION: AUTHORIZE STAFF TO IMPLEMENT THE MUNICIPAL 
OPERA TOR SERVICE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND 
EXECUTE THE RESULTING FUNDING AGREEMENTS 

Authority 

One Gateway Plaza 

Los Angeles, CA 
90012-2952 RECOMMENDATION 

A. Approve the creation of an ongoing Municipal Operator Bus Service 
Improvement Program beginning in FY 02 to improve service to the transit 
dependent coW1tywide by reducing overcrowding and expanding services. 

B. Authorize the Chief Executive Officer or h is designee to execute funding 
agreements with the Municipal Operators, which will include the joint 
agreement that for the duration of the program neither the MTA nor the 
Municipal Operators -will pursue legislation, legal or other actions to alter the 
fw1ding sources currently subject to formula allocations 

c_ Program $15 million of Proposition C 40% funds for FY 2002 to fund the first 
year of the Program. Funding of $15 million of Prop C 40% funds will be 
programmed in each of the following four years for a total of $75 million, plus 
3% cumulative annual increases . 

D. Support a jointly draft amendment to AB97 4 to incorporate the terms of this 
agreement between the MT A and the MW1icipal Operators. 

ISSUE 

The Municipal Operators have requested the MTA to formularize Proposition C 40% 
funds programmed to the MT A's bus operation to meet Consent Decree and bus 
policing costs . The Consent Decree states that: 

Consistent with MTA's other statutory responsibilities and obligations, MTA's 
first priority for the use of all bus-eligible revenue realized in excess of funds 
already specifically budgeted for other purposes shall be to improve bus service 
for the transit-dependent by implementing MTA 's obligations pursuant to this 
Consent Decree. 
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In order to satisfy both its statutory responsibilities as the county transportation planning 
and programming agency as recognized in the Consent Decree, and its other Consent 
Decree obligations the MT A has been working with the Municipal Operators to develop a 
Countywide program which conditions a new distribution of Proposition C 40% funds for 
improved bus service for the transit dependent 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

There are several major policy issues to be addressed. One issue js whether any share 
policy should apply to Proposition C 40% funds that are used to meet the requirements of 
the Consent Decree, which is exclusively an MT A obligation. Another issue is whether 
the Board should approve any new funding for Municipal Operators. 

OPTIONS 

One option is to continue excluding the funding of Consent Decree expenses from the 
existing formula allocation practice. This option was rejected because Consent 
Decree related operations have been absorbing an increasing share of Proposition C 40% 
revenues. As spending on the Consent Decree becomes a larger and larger share of the 
MT A's bus budget, it becomes increasingly difficult to support its total exclusion from 
forrnulization. 

Another option is to deal with this issue in the state legislature. The Municipal Operators, 
are currently seeking legislation to compel inclusion of all Proposition C 40% bus related 
funding, as well as other bus related funds, in the pool of funds distributed to bus 
operators Countywide under the current statutory Formula Allocation Procedure. 
Depending upon the final terms, such legislation could greatly expand the amount of 
funds subject to statutory formula allocation. This was rejected also because it would not 
guarantee the Muni' s a recurring source of funding and would not guarantee that the 
distributed funds are spent for Consent Decree specified purposes . 

The third and recommended option is a compromise between the above two options to 
provide additional funding to the Municipal Operators without unreasonably reducing 
the MT A ' s limited oper:ating revenues. In addition this option provides a basis for the 
Municipal Operators to help reduce the MTA's current and future operations and capital 
costs and further the countyWide goals of the Consent Decree. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

Under the proposal, the MTA and the Munis will agree on the amount of Prop C funds 
which will be di stributed over the next five years. The Municipal Operators will not 
receive retroactive fund ing for Fiscal Years 1998 through 2001. Beginning in FY 2002, 
the program ·will provid e_$ I 5 million in each of the next five years including an annual 
3% cumulative increase beginning in year two. 
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DISCUSSION 

Since the formation of the MT A, whenever discretionary operating funds were used for 
MT A Transit Operations, a proportionate, share was typica1ly allocated to the Municipal 
Operators. This share policy was not used when funds were allocated for service required 
by the Consent Decree. The MTA 's position was that the Consent Decree was a regional 
responsibility, and like funding for the rail system, could be paid out of regional funds 
without matching distributions. The Municipal Operators argued that the concept applied 
to all funding for MTA bus operations and asked for proportio.nate distribution. MTA 
staff was then directed by the Board to work with the Municipal Operators to attempt to 
resolve the diffe.rence. This process was accelerated during the past month when the 
framework for this program was conceptually approved by all parties. The proposed 
program scope was to improve service countywide for the transit dependent by reducing 
overcrowding and expanding service. The program was envisioned to include more 
collaboration by the 1'-1unicipal Operators and the MTA in identifying common goals and 
objectives and modifying the program to adjust to changing priorities that often occur 
over time. A significant obstacle to the proposed. program has been the MT A's obligation 
under the Consent Decree to prioritize bus eligible funds to meet the Consent Decree 
costs. However, in his September 23, 1999 Memorandum Opinion and Order, Judge 
Hatter appears to recognize the benefits of having the Municipal Operators included in 
developing countywide service plans to achieve the Consent Decree's objectives. 

Judge Hatter' s order specifically stated that: 

"the Special Master. . . should consider, with the input of the joint working Group , 
the MT A and the Bus Riders other capacity increasing measures beyond the 
purchase of additional buses. For example, the Special Master should 
consider. .. the possibility of reducing or eliminating MT A service to those 
municipalities served by the sixteen municipal bus lines that offer overlapping 
service to the service provided by MT A." 

After thoughtful consideration MTA staff and representatives of the Municipal 
Operators have agreed to jointly draft an amendment to AB974 to incorporate the terms 
of this agreement. It should ~e noted that consistent with existing legislation regarding the 
statutory fomi.ula allocation practice, a three-fourths vote of the Board would be required 
to change the Municipal Operator Service Improvement Program. 

To reduce the operating costs of the MTA the Municipal Operators have agreed to begi~ 
discussions within 30 days to: 

1. Identify overlapping services operated by MTA and develop strategies for 
operating these services, which will result in savings to the MTA. 

Municipil Opcnitor Service lmprovem,;nt Program 
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2. \Vork with the MTA on new countywide service expansion plan to reduce 
over crowding, expand new services to transit dependents and provide 
,which will reduce MTA's future operations and capital costs. 

3. Provide input into MTA's vehicle purchase plan with the intent of 
reducing the capital cost of MT A's transit vehicles. 

4. Continue to work with the MTA on the Universal Fare System to 
implement a countywide fare instrument. 

The premise of the funding for this program would be that the Municipal Operators will 
assist MTA in reducing its operating and capital costs, which will help offset the program 
funding. As part of this program, all participating parties would agree not to pursue 
legislation or any legal action to alter the funding sources currently subject to fonnula 
allocations. 

NEXT STEPS 

If approved by 1he Board, staff will begin meeting with the Municipal Operators to 
implement the program beginning July 1, 2001 for FY 2002. 

Prepared by: Jim McLaughlin 

Jim Mc\ Jo Allan Lipsky J-
Director of ransit Planning Office of the Chief Executive Officer 
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Metropolitan 

Transportation 

Authority 

One Gateway Plaza 

Los Angeles, CA 

90012-2932 

(213) 922-2000 

MTA BOARD MEETING 
MARCH 5, 2003 

SUBJECT: PUBLIC HEARING FOR FARE RESTRUCTURING 

ACTION: SCHEDULE A PUBLIC HEARING DATE ON APRIL 12, 2003; 
AUTHORIZE PUBLICATION OF LEGAL NOTICE 

RECOMMENDATION 

A) Schedule a public hearing date on Saturday, April 12, 2003 to receive public 
comment on possible fare adjustments; and 

B) Authorize publication of the attached legal notice (Attachment A). 

ISSUE 

MTA's Ten Year Financial Plan assumes that limited adjustment will be made to 
MTA bus and rail fares effective in fiscal year 2004. This adjustment is necessary to 
help finance additional bus service mandated by the Consent Decree, and is 
consistent with the Ff A Restructuring Plan submitted in May 1998 and the FT A 
5309 report submitted in August 2002. The fare adjustments being considered 
include lowering the base cash fare, implementing a day pass to replace transfers and 
tokens, and increasing pass prices. The fare adjustments being considered will only 
recover a portion (approximately half) of anticipated annual Consent Decree costs. 

There has been no fare increase in eight years. Effective November I, 1998, the 
Consent Decree allowed the MT A to implement CPI adjustments to its transit fares. 
After November I, 2003, Consent Decree restrictions to adjust fares are lifted. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

In compliance with federal public hearing requirements and MT A policy, the Board 
is required to hold a public hearing and receive public testimony before approving a 
modification to fares. In addition, the Board will consider the potential impacts these 
changes may have on the community. 

There are two options (A and B) under consideration. Both options include fare 
adjustments to lower the base cash fare, implement a day pass to replace transfers 
and tokens, and increase regular pass prices. For these options, day pass vouchers 
could be used by the Immediate Needs and General Relief programs that currently 
distribute tokens to their clients. Option A includes an increase to discounted passes 
and cash fares for seniors, disabled and students. In Option B, there is no change 
from the current fares for seniors, the disabled and students. 

Public Hearing for Fare Restructuring 



FINANCIAL IMPACT 

It is estimated that the limited fare restructuring adjustments in Option A will generate an 
incremental $50 million per year and the fare restructuring adjustments in Option B will generate 
an incremental $45 million per year, making up about half the annual$ 100 million Consent 
Decree costs, with operating efficiencies making up the difference. 

BACKGROUND 

There has been no fare increase in eight years (since February l 995). As labor and other costs 
have increased, MTA's fare revenues have not kept pace with inflation. And with Consent 
Decree costs running at an annual rate of about $100 million, MT A needs to increase its fare 
revenues to adhere to its Ten Year Financial Forecast and be able to meet its expenses. 

Much of the additional Consent Decree cost will be covered through improved efficiencies in 
operations. The Sector General Managers have already started working on cutting costs, a 
process that will take several years. In addition, there is a two-year lag time for Formula 
Allocation Program (FAP) funding to kick in. 

Rather than implement an "across-the board" increase, MT A is proposing to make more 
equitable changes to the fare structure, including lowering the base cash fare in both Option A 
and Option B, implementing a day pass to replace transfers and tokens, and increasing regular 
pass prices. Option B recognizes the special fare needs of the elderly, disabled and students, by 
proposing no increase to those fare categories. 

The attached proposed Notice of Public Hearing notifies the public of a hearing on April 12, 
2003 and a description of the changes under consideration. The approved Notice will be posted 
and distributed following the March 5, 2003 Board adoption. The Board would preside at the 
hearing and receive testimony from the public on these matters . A staff report would then be 
prepared summarizing the findings of the hearing along with specific staff recommendations. 
The report would be presented to the Board of Directors at its regular meeting in May 2003 for 
action. Implementation of the fare adjustments is proposed for January I, 2004. 

NEXT STEPS 

With Board approval, staff will initiate the publication of the legal notice and prepare for the 
upcoming public hearing. 

ATTACHMENT 

A. Notice of Public Hearing 

Public Hearing for Fare Restructuring 
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Prepared by: April McKay, Executive Manager, Communications 
Nalini Ahuja, Director, Regional Transportation Planning & Development 

~""d'"-- ,s,.~ f-im f'-;c,~"-'• 
Matt Raymond 
Chief Communications Officer 

Chief Executive Officer 
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ATTACHMENT A 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

A public hearing will be held by the Board of Directors of the Los Angeles County 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMf A) on Saturday April 12, 2003 at 10 a.m. in 
the MTA's Headquarters Building, located at One Gateway Plaza, Los Angeles. The hearing 
is being held in conformance with federal public hearing requirements outlined in Section 9 
(e) (3) (H) of the Smface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, as amended, and public 
hearing guidelines adopted by the MTA's Board of Directors in 1993, as amended. 

The purpose of the hearing is to receive public testimony on possible adjustments to Mf A's 
fare structure. These changes are necessary to finance bus and rail operations in Fiscal Year 
2004 and are consistent with those permitted by a federal Consent Decree affecting MT A's 
bus operations. Listed below are the proposals now under consideration: 

PROPOSED FARE MODIFICATIONS * 

CASH FARES CURRENT FARE OPTION A FARE OPTION B FARE 
Cash $1.35 $1.25 $1.25 
Tokens .90 N.A. N.A. 
Transfers . 25 N.A . N.A. 
Senior Cash Fare .45 .60 (no change) .45 
Express Fare $1.85 - $3.85 $1.75 - $2.25 $1.75 - $2.25 

PASS FARES CURRENT FARE OPTION A FARE OPTION B FARE 
WeekJy $11.00 $14.00 $14.00 
Semi-Monthly 21.00 27 .00 27.00 
Monthly 42.00 52 .00 52.00 
Senior 12.00 15 .00 (no change) 12.00 
Disabled 12.00 15.00 (no change) 12.00 
Student K-12 20.00 24.00 (no change) 20.00 
College/Vocational 30.00 36.00 (no change) 30.00 
Day Pass N.A. 3.00 3.00 
Zone 4@ $15.00 2@ $15.00 2@ $15.00 

EST. IMPACT CURRENT FARE OPTION A FARE OPTION B FARE 
Avg. Fare/Boarding $.56 $.66 $.64 
lmpact on Boardings N.A. -3.2% -2.5% 
Increase in Fare Rev. N.A. $37,000,000 $33,000,000 
FAP* Rev. increase N.A. $13,000,000 $12,000,000 
Total Rev. Increase N.A. $50,000,000 $45,000,000 
Farebox Recovery 28.9% 33.1 % 32.7% 
Ratio 

❖ The Day Pass will replace transfers and tokens. FAP increase occurs after two years. 

Altachmenl A for Public Hearing l 



Fare changes consistent with these proposals may be approved in whole or in part later this 
year. Approved changes would become effective January l, 2004. Interested members of the 
public are encouraged to attend the upcoming public hearing and provide testimony. Persons 
unable to attend the hearing may submit written testimony postmarked through April 30, 
2003 . Correspondence should be addressed to: 

LACMTA 
One Gateway Plaza 
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2932 
Attn: Michele Jackson - 2004 Fare Adjustments 

Dated: _______ _ By: ___________ _ 

Hal Bernson, Chairman 

Attachment A foe Public Hearing 2 
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VERMONT CORRIDOR 
BUS 
LINE SERVICE PLAN 

204 
(Local) Previous Service 

Current Service 

Net Chg 

354 
(Limited) Previous Service 
Converted Current Service 

to Rapid Bus 

Net Chg 

Previous Service 

Summary Current Service 

MTA 
Impact 

Total Change 
Percent Change 

MTA Service Development 
March 2003 

COMPARISON SERVICE PLANS FOR VERMONT RAPID BUS CORRIDOR 
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DAILY SATURDAY 
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MT A Metro Rapid Program Demonstration Report 

approximately 25-30 percent. The increase in the Wilshire/Whittier corridor appears to result 
from major growth in both Metro Rapid and local ridership with the percentage of riders using 
Metro Rapid dropping slightly from the historic limited-stop service, possibly due to (a) the wider 
stop spacing for Metro Rapid, (b) the old limited-stop service was only limited-stop for a portion 
of the route and operated in local service for long segments of the alignment, and (c) some peo
ple are transferring between the Metro Rapid and local buses along the corridor. As well, the 
Wilshire/Whittier Metro Rapid appears to be capacity-constrained in the morning peak period. 
For instance, an additional 23 trips were introduced on September 10, 2000 to alleviate this con
straint resulting in an immediate increase in ridership for the overall Metro Rapid line. 

Ridership 

Wilshire/Whittier Corridor Ventura Corridor 
Total Unlinked Ridership 

Before I After Before I After 

Local 39,700 50,000 13,500 8,100 

Limited 23,800 

Metro Rapid 40,300 9,000 

Total Ridership 63,500 90,300 13,500 17,100 

Net Increase 26,800 3,600 

% Increase 42.2% 26.7% 

% Corridor Ridership 

Local 63% 55% 47% 

Limited/Metro Rapid 37% 45% 53% 

Passenger survey data indicate that over 1 /3 of this overall increase is from non-transit users 
(patrons who never rode transit before), with 1/3 from current riders riding more often and 1/3 
from riders of other MT A transit switching to service on these corridors. Of particular signifi
cance is that a 17-to-20 percent increase in ridership came directly from new transit travel (1/3 
plus 1/3). 

Passenger Trip Lengths 

One of the major objectives of Metro Rapid was to provide more convenient travel for longer 
distance transit riders. From the average trip lengths by riders on the two corridors, it is clear 
that longer distance travelers are using the Metro Rapid services. However, it appears that 
Metro Rapid is not solely used by longer distance travelers, but remains similar to the previous 
limited-stop services with average trip lengths of approximately twice the local service. This 
makes the Metro Rapid more effective from a seat turnover standpoint and is not inconsistent 
with expectations from a similar light rail service. 

Transportation Management & Design, Inc. Page6 
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APPENDIX 11 
MT A BUS FLEET REQUIREMENTS AND PROCUREMENTS FOR FYOJ..FYIO 
Revised 2-21-03 

BUS REQUIREMENTS FY03 FY04 FYOS FY06 
DESCRIPTION OF 4 Metro Rapids Service SFV BRT (+18) WUshlre BRT (0) 
MAJOR CHANGES (0): Improvement 

-Broadway Plan (+55) 4 Metro Rapids 4 Metro Rapids 
.Vermont (0): (0): 
• Florence 3 Metro Rapid& - Hawthorne - Beverty 
- Van Nuys (0): - Long Beact1 -Vernon/ 

-Soto • Hollywood/ La Cienega 
Gold Line Bus- - Crenshaw Fairfax/ • Atlantlc 
Raa lriterface Rossmore Pasadena • Central 
Plan (0) - Santa - Western 

Monica 

Directly Onerated 

3$-foot buses 18 18 18 18 
40-foolbuses 1937 1983 18TT 1721 
45--foolbuses 0 8 25 66 
Articulated buses 0 0 83 166 
H . '•~ted buses /test) 6 6 
Fuel Cea Bus 40-foot bus Oest 1 1 

T of.al 0.0. In-Service 1955 2009 2010 1978 
. ,. 

' • . '.- :/ ~ ,. ~ •I• •:: . ' , .... ~ •.;•~-4~v ·• • 

Tat.al &eats In-Service: 78,128 80,336 12.258 82,184 
,.- .... . ,· ·, .. •' 

D.O.Spares 
3$-loot buses 4 4 4 4 
40-fool buses 388 397 376 345 
4S-foot buses 0 2 5 14 
Articulated buses 0 0 17 34 

Total 0.0. Soares 392 403 402 397 

Total Contract 8U5es: 151 151 151 151 

Total BU& Reautrements 2498 2563 2563 2526 

' 
Inactive Fleet 
TrainiOQ 22 22 22 22 
• Others (transitional) 406 309 379 440 

Total Inactive Fleet 428 331 401 462 

Total Fleet Size: 2926 2894 296-4 2988 

IBUS II,> FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06 
Vehicle 0eliveriu 
35-foot 0 0 0 0 
40-foot 20 0 0 0 
4S-foot 0 10 20 50 
Arties 0 0 100 100 

Total Oellvertes 20 10 120 150 

Retired / Reolace 
Total Retired (71) (42) . (50) (1261 
Cumalalive 
Net Ina-ease/ (Decrease) (51) (83) (13) 11 

Total Base Fleet 
Ownarahlp 2926 2894 2964 2988 
Assumes: 

t-T 07 

4 Metro Rapids 
(0): 
-San 

Fernando/ 
Lankershlm 

-W. Otympk; 
- Garvey/ 

Chavez 
a Manchester 

18 
1590 
83 
250 

6 
1 

1948 
"-,,, ,;: ..... ,-::..~ .. 

83.~ 

4 
318 
17 
50 

389 
-< ~ .. 

151 
.,,, 

2488 
,• 

22 
471 
493 

2981 

FY07 

0 
0 

20 
100 
120 

(127) 

4 

2981 

1) FY03 began with a total base fleet size of 2.9TT and an active fleet of 2,-498 (Effective July 1, 2002) 
2) Seats: 35'=36, 40'=40, 45'=46, and articulated=60. 

FY08 FY09 FY 10 
Eastslde 
Enhancements 
(+32) 

1 Metro Rapid 
(0): 
- San 

Fernando 
(&OUth) 

18 18 18 
1512 1402 1198 
83 83 166 

333 416 500 
6 6 6 
1 1 1 

1953 1926 1889 
. .. ·. 

85,326 15,906 16,604 

4 4 4 
303 281 240 
17 17 34 
67 84 100 
391 386 378 

151 151 151 
·'· 

2495 2463 2418 

22 22 22 
425 418 433 
447 440 455 

2942 2903 2873 

FYOB FY09 FY10 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 100 

100 100 100 
100 100 200 

(139) (139) (230) 

(35) (74) (104) 

2942 2903 2873 

3) Approximately 55 directly operated buses in-service will be added as part of the Consent Decree Requirements in FY04 . 21 Contract buses are being reallocated 
due to cancellations of some c:ontract ~nes (part of the June 2003 Service Change Program), which results in a zero impact oo !heir bus requirements. 

4) Spare ratios were rounded up and may be greater than 20% as a result . 

Spacial Note (1): Six Hybrid-Electric Articulated buses and one Fuel Cell Bus (40-foot) will be procured in FY05 for testing purposes and may be 
expanded in FY06. 

Special Note (2): In addition to the described Metro Rapid Bus Lines tM<e are four more that may be operated by municipal operators: 
1) Pico 2) Sepulveda 3) Torrance I Long Beach 4) Lincoln 
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ATTACHMl!NT 1 Delivery Schedule Summary 

A1 of J1nu1ry 1, 2002 

Tolll lUMI '" Contl9CI 

ToehnolOty 

Final lu1 Oellfffy 0111(,-o....i 
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lwmnaa · ~tti1d:nlAmm1ntt1 
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100 ..,._ 
CM 
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-) 
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223 
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..... -CM 
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1449 

370 
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2511 
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But Proe\lNlfflenl St1tut Report 

Addhlonal IUMI to Addhlontt Tot11 Ntw HAll•STO "High Copoctty lul 
... bougM by MTA luMI ~lq'd luMt Contract 8uy ContrK1ot1 .. l .....,_N0il ) ~~) 

370 115 30 247 2095 

L.-- OINol •s- Low Fioo< ,_,_ 
CM CNO 

Jcn-02 JU!>-00 Jur>-03 JII'>-(),< 

J~2 JU!>-00 Oc1-02 J~ 

M 115 0 0 1532 

57 115 0 0 1505 

0 115 0 0 1448 

370 0 30 247 ,.,. 
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Delivery S le Summary 

2M Bu,• Noopl1n 
250Noopl1n Now Flyer Neoplan Ntoplan Newflytr NABI NABl •l10 

Addltlonal Buu, to Additional Conunt Total N•w 
A■ of January 1, 2000 Order lc.riM....,.. , .... , -u.v ............ '"' ... °""'' (100 lut o,.on1 ll■N) ,e, .. 1 Contnc1 bt bought by M TA Bu1u Rtq'd Otcrtt Buu, ._,.,.,, 

Contractors- INWQ~,..,04 ) au .. ,- ,,,.,_._, 
Total Butts In Contract 37 250 20 50 100 223 215 370 115 277 297 2392 

Tlchnology 

_,_ _,_ 
low,_ 

_,_ 
-·- Hltp,n.o, ,_,_ , ........ 

01 .. , 1 CHO CNQ 00.• CHO CHO CNQ CNQ tNO 
LowJloof L.-.rioor 

Yln1I Bu■ O■llwry 01te i... c..w..<1 Slp-97 S■p-98 Sep-98 oe~9e Jul-99 D1~H Oct-01 Jun-02 Jun-00 Jun-0.C Juf\.02 

PropoHd Oollwry O■ te ,._ .......,., Sep-17 Sep-OI Sep-H Ooc-98 Jul-II Mtr~O Jvl~0 Jun-02 Jun-00 Jun-0-4 Jun-02 

lt.tmm1a: D1ll:a:d11l61ililDIIDlill 

Toi.II Scheduled Oollwrit1 (Tlw ,_, , . '001 37 250 20 50 100 223 215 ltOOi\J'IN!lffii~I 0 I 9 I 0 I 0 I 905 

Actual BuHt Aocopttd (Tlw ....._ , . '001 37 250 20 50 100 223 215 ~~-~ 0 I 9 I 0 I 0 I t0S 

New BuHt In Rtvtr'lue ltrvlct 37 250 20 50 100 223 215 0 9 0 0 905 

BuH■ Remaining In Contr■ ct(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 370 108 242 297 1452 

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% I 0.00% I 37. 83% 

New Bu111 In Rewnue Strvlct 905 <437 2« 215 9 905 

ButH remaining In contncta 807 222 215 370 807 

Optlon BUHi Av■ ll1blt (NABI) TOO 700 700 

Bu111 to be purchntd by Contrteton- 115 106 106 

Total Buen Av■ ll1blt (FYll-"Y04) 2527 <437 OS 430 1070 11S 2518 

• 37 eut11 INlm lht ortglnal 294 eu, Neopl1n Contract wort dtNvtrtd ' ICCOplld In FYH. ThtH bultl "'" Included " ptrl or the f..cceler■ltd Bui Procurtment Pion. 
Thtrl Wirt I toltl or267 Ntopl1n CNO butll dtHVtrtd to Iha MTA In l'YH Ind l'Y97, 10 lol.11 new bul dtliv1rlt1 rrom fYH • FY04 win 10111 2849 (2S7+209S+297) . 

- MTA Contracted Strvlct Provider■ hive commlN1d to pn,vtdt up to 150 rtpltctmtnl bu1t1, MTA'e 1ulhorlullon to pn>ettd with lhtle purch11t1 11 pending. 
- Funding hit not bttn ldenUfttd lor lht purchllt or 297 bulte m1nd1l1d by lhl U.8 . Ol1111ct Court but 1ub1tqutnlly 111yed by the United s11111 Courl or Appe■II 

lor lht Nlnlh Clreull pending 1ppe11 by lht MT A. 

,w,. &.,, !1tn,1 f. $..()0 t •J • 0.""'•"'f I~ .S--,. 
Of/7Ql?OOl.f-O, PM 





Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
Equipment Maintenance Department 

VMS Support Team 
Distribution of Buses I Number of Buses By Age By Division / Service Sectors 

As of January 1~ 2003 

0 

0 

111 6 0 0 13 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

0 

~ ' '•"· : 11111 
0 0 0 250 3.2 

0 0 0 284 5,0 ~~tE~---~ ~ 
0 0 

0 0 

• Inactive Busn : Pending for Sale, On Salu List, Contingency and Make Ready Buses 

•• Special Assignment : Training Buses 

VMS/ Focus Data 

0 

0 

0 30 9 0 

0 21 8 0 

0 8 12 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 4 

201 24 

0 0 0 0 0 79 9.4 
0 0 0 0 0 258 3,0 

0 0 0 0 0 25 1.ll 

0 0 0 0 0 6 1,5 

0 0 0 0 0 21 0,6 

0 0 0 0 0 4 15.5 
'~~r;Br2Y4'.aa · . .~ 

0 0 14 8 3 359 14.3 





M TH SCHEDULING Fax: 12139226987 Sep 16 '02 16:41 P. 03 

MISSING BUS SU~ - JAN. 1/m, JUN£ 2()02 --- -·-
C.ATE LINE LOCATION-. OIREC'l'TON TIME ·w.GNrl]JDE ' ME;CHANICAI. NON-MECHANICAL __ NOOOCUt-.ENTATIO,-i NOT AW\LY2E0::: 

28.Jvn..n2 15~ Vlnelaoel & Vanowen NB 4:13PM uo -~rCOodilionc:: r .. 
21-Fct,.02 207 w~•m twk,;n1<• NB 5:13 PM 1.~• -Ai.'Lesk 
1~-Ao<-02 

.. 
7th & CentrJI W B -

. ..J1!l0 3:00PM 1.40 AlrLeak 
17...J1:11n-O~ 02~ Qtvffin"ic & Fig~~ we 4:45 PM 1.48 B. 0 . 61,s ·--
2tl-M,,,.02 00-4 Santa Monica & Hlahtsno .. t.B 3:02 PM 1.47 B. 0 . Bc, 

. . - · 

19-Jv0:..0-:f 061 FKJUcroa & Aoams ·-se 5:02 PM 111 B~O:"'B<.:$ - - -· 
U-MJv..02 ,so vermoo< & Proa~ SB J :40 PM 1.21 OrJ~ .. - -_ .H~•l-02 014 Ao;,m:; & vennont EB 6:49AM 1.Z, Br.Ike< 

_J_J:--:l~n~2 . 045 Bn,;u:tw,1v & Sol;an0 SB 3: 11 PM 1.2~ Breako~~ 
. -

060 7th I!. Ccnlr.,1 
... 

1tt.t112r--02 EB 7:48AM 1.3• Bfcca.kdc.,•ffl 
·•- · 

3-Apr-02 -·- 750 V<1lw l';I I!. Vn<,1;,nd WB ·- 3:00 PM 1.2$ ·-&e2.Kao .... ,1 

_ ~r-02 180 V'-""'0'11 & Proso..c1 NB 6:28AM 1-40 Bresk._Oc-'~' 
-- ~Ap<-02 __ .204 V1,.,mont !t Wil:.=hlffi ·sEi" 3:37 PM 1.48 B~ekdo":"'1 

--
lP..At><-02 2().1 Vc-nnonl I!. Wilsllir,, ·sB 3:.!6 PM 1.35 Brea~.do"" 

-
1~--~:-02 207 W,:,-;t~m & Wit,;hirn NB 4'-!1PM 1.+I Coobr,1 lt:2:\ -
1~Fell-02 720 

.. 
Wchirc & W~l.Cm WB 

-- 4:16PM 1.88 EnAn~ 
. . .. . . 

25-l"eo--02 .Q§.~ =, 0"1vcz l, AJ;,m<,o,, EB - .. 4:13PM 1.30 Enain,, 
2\>-Mar-02 105 9"".non & \'.<,rmonl WB 3:00 PM 1.21 Enokle - -·-· 
il-Mlv--02 060 71h&Cenlt3l WB 3:58PM 1.33 Enokl• 
,Jun-02 030 pic:,;gF,oue103 Ee 6:3{1 AM 1.28 I Enaloe 

· • ---
~un-02 ~ Cemral & Wa51VnoCOO SB 3:14PM 1.51 ~-.... 

ZihloJn-02 060 71/\&C<intr.>I ·- WI'! 4;18PM 1.22 ~ 
... -

- . 7.f'<!l>--02 __ 1?1 So4o" 4&, 
··- · 58 3:00 PM 1.l7 c ... :...:M Mi.:s!!i 

.. 

H✓un--02 060 7Ul&=I WB - 3:33PM 1.21! Exhaust ProOi,in 
.. 

22~-02 018 whiffier & so""' EB 4:06PM 1.38 f'lalTtra ·-
9-/lklv.02 '.1, Falri.x & iieve.;.;· N8 7;41 AM 1.54 Flat1i.-,; 

- -
• · 

- ~..t.4Jy-02 217 f'~litax& 6""811\1 se 8:27 ,.,._ Flil Tn: 123 
-v-02 

·-· 210 Cr<:fl!:mw & Kina SB 7:03AM 1.2~ Fronl Doo< 
.... 

-· . . - · -
~uo-02 028 ~- F_igu<YO:> & Av.;. 26 SB 7:54AM 1.20 Front Door 

1:;.fl'l>-02 156 Ho"'....,,;; & _tt_ighbl\d NB 6:◄3AM U9 Fuel Leak 
·- · ·--

26-.Jun.01 234 5eN'""'08 & ~i3 l<8 G:◄ 1 AM 1.51 F1,cl Pivblem 
.. ·- -

27-t-t:>t-Ul 066 1<111&=•8foa 
.. m ?;01AM 1.26 LowW:1tc,- I 

-·- -.. . . 
14-Fc:b-!l2 2:11 Soto & 151 SB I •:$◄ PM 1.28 NoSUr1 · •· -1G.Anr.02 2<n N8 ~:34f'M Western & Wllshlre 1.•2 NaSt.,n •- ~ 
26-Ao<.02 720 Wltshlra & Western we 8:37AM 1.52 -- NoSi;,r: 
6-M;>v.O~ 20<l NOfTllSn<lle & WHsnlre SE! •:HPM 1.27 No Sbrl -

--23-MJv-02 04~ flro.<!Wav II, wsantnnton_ NE! 8:00AM 1.21 NoStlr\ .. 
12-Jun.()2 720 Gm & SLPaU1 EB T".29M1 1.◄6 NoS~,n .. . -· 
16.M;,r-02 0-45 Broeawsv & v{~ncton $8 3:24PM 1.40 

·· - Oul L>~; • i;,,uin. 

$-Jun--02 033 Venice & La Brea 
·• 

we 6:58AM 1.24 Clu1 L:llt, • E<,uii,. -
11-Aor-02 018 Whi!Lef & Soto Ee 5:0-4 PM 1.35 ~}rOQor .. -· 12Jun.Q'.2 030 Pico & Floueroa WB •:WPM 1.45 Slow Bu=. ··-
21.Jun-02 033 Vernce & La !lfes WB l:OOPM 1.28 .. -SloWBU! 

.. ·-
11.fi!l>-02 066 ~th & Anueroa -~ 7:05AM 1.21 Stale<l 

-~1;3,-<ii 200 Al"'1r.>do a, 6th !>!I 7:21 AM 1.49 
.. .. -

5telloo 
◄-Mar-02 204 VL-nnont a, Wil:;liira SB 6:05AM 1.42 Sranea 

. . ---
19-Apr~2 - 207 w~m & V.'it:;t,irc SB 3:08PM 1.69 &ailed 

.. . ·--
~v--02 207 Weetem&W""'1in:, SB 4:25PM 1.28 Sta,llr,d ... . .. 
10-Mav--02 231 Sepl/M<IS I!. PallMllr.l NB G:24AM 1.58- Sbll,rl I -- -
~:..Mav--02 015 ll<osdwsv & W•S!'~IQIO/l N8 ~:35PM 1.21 Sl.'!U<'1'..I 
6 -,lvn-02 210 Cren..<llaw&~ NB C:IZ Pr,.1 1.26 .. St,;Ged 

2~vn...02 720 Whlalar& Soto WE! 6:26PM 1.-45 Slsleci 
. .. 

I --- ~ - - -
2e.Jun-02 720 W>&,S, Pout WB 5:21 PM 1..'.11! StBJled 

Allemc\\()( -- . ·- ·- ··- ·- -
~un--02 720 Willilwe& Wesletn Wll 5:35PM 1.77 

Sbllcd 
Allemalo< . . ·- .. --

11>-kt-,r-02 033 Venice & La !lf'-"' EB 5;34 PM 1.57 Slee""" 
18-M,>r.02 20.. V"""°"' & W116hlfe NB 6:34PM 1.3'1 Su>emg__:: . - ·--

-- . · -
1-M:,v-02 0(16 8111 & Aoueroa WB 6:02PM 1.38 Steemn 

04G ~v&Solano 
···-- - - . 

SB 8:14AM 1.23 
. . -

14-.Jun..U2 .. . Slecrtlg_ 
1-~ 180 Vermont & Pro<;""ct • •• NB 8:44AM 1.'70 lllrotUe 

- · ·-
on Glendale & Montana 

... -- NB 4'07PM 1.33 Tr.msmlsslon 
· ··--

26-Fcb.02 
2;-~M,.,,,.02 026 San Pedro & 8111 

NB·--· 5:11 PM 1.22 Transmls&on 
.. 

... .. .. 
le-A= 000 P.ciflc & Santa F'e WB 8:34AM 1.40 Transml,&on ··--

- 2~Apt-02 016 6t~&St ~ul ··· - Ell 7:06AM 1,25 Yrefl6tlffiloo 
• · ---

-
---~c.!\l;,y-02 080 7th & C.:nr.>I WB 4c56PM 1.21 TransmlsStoo 

·- s,4'oi>M -•-- - ·-· ---
28-Jun-02 060 7th f. C<,nfr;,I EB 1.29 Transm1SS10n 

f----
0215 71h & Bixel EB 6:08AM 1.40 TvmSiclnal 

... 
21-Mar-02 
1~0-02 045 ~y&y.t_?.91on N8 7:39AM 1.52 - W/Clift ·-
1"-"<>b--02 O~l Venice & Lo Btes we 5:08PM 1.◄S W/CUI 
16-M:>r-02 204 V""""'1(& W16hlfe 

.. 
SB 3:16PM 1.32 WicLlll . . 

~if~-02 026 TIil t, 8b:61 EB 6:53AM 1.21" W/C Utt --· · • • -

Z'i,-l'.Jl:-02 1133 Vcniee & L..:, 6=:> WB '1:21i'PM 1.40 W/C Uf< 
2!;-•=-02 720 wilsMe & We<:tem EB 5:40 PM 

·-•---
1Zl W/Clqmn 

· - .. 

10.Ja...02 000 71hl!.Cenlral- · ···-·- El;! «l:~AM 1.43 X P~s.~ .............. ,,~t . . 

OGO 7111 & C8<1lral 
.... - EE! 6:13AM 1.27 X. 

----- .. 
28J ;ln..{12 --- · ·•--
30✓311-0'.1 - 204 Vcn-nonl& Wit,ot,ire ---SB 4:30PM 1.36 X -· 055 Ad3n>S & S:.n Peon, 5:08PM 1.33 

.. --
21 -l"eo-02 EB JI 
:tr-Mar-02 060 Pstirre & S3nt3-F~ E8 3:36 PM 1.37 X 
~o<.02 053 Central & Wa.sll-Jg~n NB 6:50AM 1.33 X 
7~J\NJ 100 Non:l!loff & Ba~ EB 3:05 FM 1.50 X 

··-
·-· 

26-A.bv...02 014 Mame & Venn011t 
- · EB 7;24 fWt 1.46 X 

17-AD<--02 720 WIISl\lll! & Wesle<n-- we 3:07 PM 1.:is Accident 

18-Mar.02 207 Weslem ~ Wi!Shit'C N6 3:0◄ PM 1.36 Bloci<:ed bu Traiil· ·- . -
JO-Anr--02 055 Adam• & San Pedro WB 5:21 PM 1.35 COJM61on 

14-kb-0% 251 • soio& 1B1 l'IB 3:HPM - 1.81 - --~ln{efl<lf . . ·-
ZS-r-02 020 VVE_~il'C & WC$1Gfl1 EB 6'.2• AM 1.43 Q,1u loterior . 

111-Ao,.02 033 VenfOEI & Ls &ea we 4:23PM 1 .◄2 01nv1n1anor ... 
028 -~~&Flou"'°" -· WB 6:31 PM 1,44 C.rlv tn1crio<-28-May-02 .. 

Z2-Mar-02 H.o w,w;c,,, & SolO EB 3:35 PM 1.83 I OiS.la.dt:>a0Ce!: l( 
-

•..S:Ab.02 2)-4 S•~ .tuea,, & P3t1Jleni:> se 3:3◄ PM 1.28 Fareoox 
I - 1~-F~o-02 Ol3 V,:;inio:I t,. L;t Rre,s 

- ·· 
WE! 3:32 PM 1.33 I F:irrbruc -



I I I t7 . ,·•~1 IL L'VL J. I '4 1._I U L' r'.U4 

1:41SS1NG BUS SUM""°'R.Y JAN. lnru JUNE 2002 

_,0'-'A-'-Tc;E~-;-~"-'-~-t"=--'-"---------l-D'--1-RE..co<:c..c..cT.cclO('I_ . - ·• · TIME LINE LOCATION MAGNffiJDE- -- MECHANICAL t.i<.JN-MECHANICAL NO oocuMEN111110N r,or ANAi. ,?.ED 

-,-.A-,o-,,.-0~2--+-=,-+--~=--------1--~=-- - ·s:io•·"PM::-:--t---::-:,;;---t-~---- --;---;tc,Ai-.. -•-d-;cR'Jl=cc,«f-,--1--- ----- - ,----- -----1 SB U2 260 Albnlic l, S l=au~n 
tl-t .. t.r..02 3:◄ 0 PM Mi:;slnQ ~CflQQ'" se 1.31 207 VJes.,:f:ffl & Wi~nir'c:: 

4-Fcb--02 T;:!3 AM 0,x:r.,\or Em,, 
5:'.i"c:1.--0z'· ~=--1.,.,,-~~7e.,,,,.7,------+---:-c,,--+--:;=",712""PM.,...,..--t--=,--+--+------1---=o,i..coe",,.,.-10"-,-Ert=-- -'°''--1---- - -- - - -- - - · 

N6 
NB 

1.36 
1.31 

260 AU.ii~llc & Slsuson 
207 Wl'Slcrn 4 Wll,;h~c 

6-Ma,-02 -':35 PM ~--f--+------1---=()petala, Injury 
2ii-Apr-02 4:51 PM Olner 

tie 
WB 

1.22 
----1~Z1 

2~ V8fTTIOf\t i Wish..: 
030 P.19'8:-ftgu~-- - ··- -

e.Jun.02 7:311,w. Out Lale EB 121 105 Vemoo & Vermont 
18...L>n-lU 5:37 PM Sicl< Passen,1cr se 1.SG 053 cen1ra1 s. y,,asn~loo 
ii.J:in-0~ 7:19 AM Ta,,n, Lf-"Cr Trin 

-~ 13--F.ib-02 3:SO PM Tr.1ffic Dc:t.,v 
-,-~_f.!!:>:~Z . ~:~ll) PM Tr.1ffir. Od;1v 

W6 
WB 
se 

1.3G 
1.30 
1.3~ 

n.o WMl6&Solo 
_720 Wnitt.e-r 6 Solo 
207 We&IM> & WISn~~ 

1,-F&t'l-02 ,-:00 AM Trj ff.c Dclb_y SB 1.42 21 0 C,~nsnaw !. l'Jnq 
2s-Foo.02 -l:20 PM Trallic Dela < 

-,-1~,,..,...1,f-.-,-0=2-+-= ,-+-=,,,--==~=-----1- --:=- ·· r- ·• ::ia·,.:c~c:,- t---:-':::=----r-1r-------+---::T::-ra~m71e"-::o-,-'-:"1a~v-+----------+- --- - - -1 

·--e-J&-;'...Q;:: G:3r PM x 1 
:-:-=·"'•,..·~J:•-'-·"'"'-:_"'0~2:~~----..,~,.,-a:-_---;,:_~~~~-;.:::-_-=.,--------------------------~-------==~~.-------..,:.---:,J::"'o;:9,..,°"p;M;_-~;:::;;;:::.;;:.;;_-:::::::~---;-1_-_ .-._-_-.-. -----+----~x--·----·r---------1 

111....,:.;m.fJ?. 5:17 PM 1 X 
10-J::,n.02 ~:13 /W X 

EB 
Nfl 
\NB 

I £B 

I· EB 
Wll 

1.35 
1.ZJ 
1.~c; I 
1.34 I 
12.it I 
1.42 I 

060 W=-:;hinQlon & F.gucrc:, 

045 . ~~ & W~<flilv,/lor. 
720 6tn .S. St Paul 
0'.<3 V"'11ce & La e,.,,. 
060 Pia,cj(-c I. .$;:mc:i F,:: 
000 P<.cif,c & S&nt> Fe 

11 ✓i<n--02- 4:21 PM X 
i1:jsn-0:i 5:00 PM X 

NB 
Sil 

1.:21 
1.27 

·-··~iL Bros~~ & Ws•ninolo,\ 
040 B<oaawav & W•==100 
015 B<oadwav & Washinotoo NB 4;00PM X 1,33 

1.Jilt>-02 6:28 PM X S8 1.30 04$ 8,w'"""" 8 W~.htnQIQn 
1.Ji'n.(r.! S,28 PM X 
-'Na=n-~-=-:',-t-=,-+----~~=-'"'--------1'-....;:,;,,:,--t-~3:"'04;;;_.;,p,c:!J;;....+---"'6"---+-+-•-· ··--··- - ····-· -- ·----t-----x'-'------+-------t 

we 
WI! 

1."'1 
1.51 

066 81h&F<au,;,Q.l 
010 TE,npl<:&F"lll°"" 

G.Jan--02 6:"'1 AM X Ell 1.30 01e 6th&S~P.ul 
EB 1.21 l~n--02 3:44 PM .J:. 033 Vcnic;,; 8 I.;, 8"-,,o 
NB 1.28 23.Jan--02 3:15 PM X 081 l<I. Fi'lUeroil ~ Ave, ~6 
EB 1.33 2:i.Jan--02 5:13 PM X 106 Gi>"G 8 P;,cific 
Nil 29.Jan--02 6:15 AM 1.4-l X O•O a.-1...,.v 8 Wi>$hino1Qr. 
NB 26.J~n--02 .(:32PM 1.4_2 ___ ___ ,._.._. .. ·-··-···- ~-- ·· _ X _ __ · ___ . ··· ·- -··· 

.,,;_,,!..i_''.,.:.,.."~=~-+-=,-+-==-~......,==c- ':c-----i- ··- ;SBBB - +--;!,a-~:::;-,A:::E:':~,-•-··+·-•_··_.-:·:c':1=:1:---·-+--t-·--_·_·-___ --,f--___ ·_· ·_·-_·_-:_-_-_·+---·::_---_--::_::_"'"~;::::::~_·-<+----- - - 1 
26.J~n-02 5:10 PM 1.25 X 

· 2~sn-02 we 6:29AM 1.32 X 

O'l-0 8'uild""'v 8 Wi>$hnn•oo 
040 Broi>d ... v' W;,:;hin<,lon 
042 lln>adw.,y E. W:.!;h~lon 
045 ~&~~ 
oss Adan16 & San Pedro 

JO✓a~T· Ne 4:3~ PM 1.32 x 204 Venno,t & Wll,;hlre 
<-l'eo-02 SB 3:60 PM 1.72 X 2(;() Ad;>nlic 8, $1;,\c:;c,n 
G-S'o::t,,02 ~[I 5:06 PM 1.45 X 
s-Feb--02 WB -7:32AM 1.27 X 

266 Ro,v-.mc.,d & WhiUicr 
750 Ventura & Va1e1&nd 

~~o-02-· WE 7:l3AM 1.34 X no ·· Wlllll!er& Solo 
720 WhlUler&Solo 

-Fet>-02 NB 3:24 PM 1.23 X G20 Solo t ◄ th 
720 Wi~S.L;,~ 1 )..f,,b--02 91 .(:48 PM 1.22 _]', 
O<O ~~ 3, Wca~hinQIQn 
014 Sr,1,14;:r{y l. Vcnnonl 
066 8th&Fogur.m:. 
oee 9th & F<1ut.>W 

001 l<I. F-,u"'°" & Ave. 26 
081 N. Fogu..,-o:, & Avn. 26 
720 Whilli<;,'&Soto 
120 Wi~i~t~llrc;i 
~5 ~ & W*hinqfoo 

1~.f~t>--0?. SB 5,~ ~M-t----'1"'. 7c::◄'--l--+------l---------'l-----'x'-'.----+--------I 
:=~1:s-.e~~.:b.ll::2=:==::~=~~:~:~~:::~:::=~~==:~=========~===w~"'B_-·_-_·+---:c56:.365:!_AMP.,~.- 1.36 X 

1Q.s:,,J,.h2 WB "' 1.27 X 
,__.:..11>~-f'.:..•.:..t>~--0.:..2~. -+-- ~--1._..,e.......,.~~-------+--°'=.EB_=:'--l-_-='6:~~-~1 .:..~~-'--t---'-1.~26~-+--+------+-------+-- ---'x'-'------+-- - ------1 

1\Lfob-02 NB .('.04 PM 1.51 _.....,._+-------+---------+-----'-X~----+-------... 
1Q.J',b.ll2 NB 5:21PM - ·- ·--,-:,-:; X 

•-~20-.J=-=-'-~~~+-~=--<,,,_,..,,,,,__~----------+---w-_~B~-+-·-·-3~=:~54~-'-"~p...,_,,M°:_--~t---------'1:: . .:..1'-'s;::_...,;-_-_-;-:::::::_-:::_-1;:::_-~:::::::::_..,;-:_-:::::~.,.x,..;_·----------------:-------------------------=: 
t-'a'-2(1;..-F-'::-"w-0~=2-+-~::-t~-'c-~~.,..,..~--:-----;1--EB=--l--=5-=:29=p,.,~.,.1_-l __ _L2;)_ -------·+---------+----~X------+------ --< 

22.f'et>-02 Nil 5:05 PM 1.51 Y. 
O•s ~ & w,..hng1on 
115 ManchGSl"r & 0rood..,.v 

1--';2~, ;~:.o-b-O~~-+------r-----~---,.-----t---=~-=8---<r---=;-'~-~-{"°~"--l--~r~;"":•--_•·-,r--r------t--------;1-----'~~----+-------t 

130 At1~~ I.. A1l ,;m1K; 1--;;' ,,' ~..,.c•f-~-a.fJ:-;a~--t-=.,-+..-'-'--'-'--~.-.,----- --1---,,EB~-+-a3:-,:S8,,,..,Pa,~,,.1_1 _ _ -'1-'.6;:..1c__t--+------;1-------- t-----"X'-----+------ -1 
27..S:(lt)..O~ 165 V,:;1nQwr-..n & B:dba."\ .J:=B ___ ,__3~:(ll;~P_M~-+--1~.46~--+--t-------+---------+-----'-X-----+-------➔ 
4-~r .. £r2 204 Vt."ffn0t1l & Wib:hin: SB ~:26 PM 125 X 

, __ 5-_Ma._r~u=2_,1-2g7 ~t-~l~ & Wil!shife NB 3:0-4 P~ 1.3G )( 
S:Mllr-02 212 La Brea & Pico r,,e 6;46 AM 1.4~ X 

t--'-l~=='-0-2-+_~720,,..,___,""Gln'"'"'t.-&~.~Pa~u-l ,_ ______ -+-__ W=B- --<--=7-=:J8=AM=_,_ __ 1_.35
0
~-... - · · · -- · - · . • • -~ 

13-M;,,--O~ 720 Wil.,shin; & L,, Eln:,, 0J 3:38 PM 1.2Q X 
~==1:1-Ma~:~=r-023~=:==:n~o~=~~w.:u"'.I!'"..,,~· '-=,..,.w'".,.-.te"'"m~------;---,WB==- 3·'.UT'-P0M•.~-➔---1c;.2~g'--+--+------t--------+-----'-x'------+--------1 

14-M:lt--02 0.1.~ ~&Vermont EB 4:27PM 1.~ X 
1,-Mii,--02 026 san peor,,~'-&~e"111=~-----+---'s'='eo'--+--~-'-~:33'==-=p"Mc;-+--17_'=371---+-+-------+---------+-----,x.,-----+------- 1 

1_ . ..!1.e:&Ma.=,,_r--0.=2'--I. _.,a204=._i.;V:..,ffll10fl==l:..:&o..W=il:s,cshi""·"re'-------t----"$::;B;__'--1--=°':.:::29==..;Pc:M.::....-4-_ _;1.::.36:=.._+-I--- •----·-,- -------+----·-_·..ex~·-··--- -+-·-· _ - _·-_· -_-_ ·-_ - , 
22-Mar--02 01G 3"' & """'~ E:B 7:08 AM . _ .. 1.50 ______ >- 1 ·- · ·-·· X 

l--~22~.M.,~,..a"'==2--+-':co-i-10,,--+,&h,+-&.;..-,Sl.,,...;Pa,,...:..uc,cl '---------+--,,E"'B,-----1 · ·_· _7
0
'-,1~0-'-Ml=·__,,__~1=.23~--+---<------+---------+----~X~--- -+----- ---1 

22-M>r.02 720 61h & Sl. P3u1 • ·· -· · EB- 6:0S fW. 1.-40 X 
25-M:.r.02 720 ~sllit,e & We,,tcm WB 5:05 PM 1.23 X 

· 21.,;,.:,;,.02 ass AdafTIS __ !_~n,,_,P_..:e=d,..,ro0 _____ -t--'E'-'ll'---t--'T"':O:;;O'-'AM:,:::;'--+---1;.:..1-4.:.;.._-+-t-------+--------+-----x,.... ___ -+--------1 
- x>-M:.r.02 1Q8 Slauson & 81<,advr.,v EB 4:04 PM 1.46 X 
.. 29-~r-02 __ 110 Gsoe & P&cif,c EB 3:58 PM 1.H X 

1-Ap<--02 -~~.L-+'A="'or~ence==-c:&~Ga-'en=tr.;=;;J'--- ------1- -fE"c'Bc---ct---a3=:2~8-=PM~-+--;1;',.2,.,4,----1-+------+--------t------'cX.,---- +-------1 
.1~Apr--02__ 111 F1<m,ooe&Centra1 we 3:4,.PM 1.30 X 
1-Aor--02 115 Manclleoter&Mar1<el WB G:!7AM 1.35 X 
~ pr-02 7.@ Veown, & V,nelsod WB 7'.37 fW. 1.22 X 
11-~--02 . . ~!.- +-So=l~o~&-'-1~•~•---------+-~sa=--+-7'"':2~◄~AM~-+--1~.3~7~-+--+-------t--------+----~x~----+----
16-Anr--02 014 Bevertv S. Ve,monl W6 3:l3 PM 1.26 )( 
17-At~-02 016 6tn & SL Paul EB 7:21 AM 1.23 X 
17-An<-112 720 ()m & St P~ul WB S:28 PM 1.33 X 
n-Apr..02 ~'.lil Whi10.,.- .•.S<,10 WB 7:13AM 1.31 X 
16-Apr..J2 0-?6 71/l & Bixel EB . _ . 6:19 AM 1.26 ->----·. X 
, i,;..,,,:-02 026 1iri~:e«..i .Ell,. e,s2AM 1 . ◄ 1 x 
,,,....,.,-02 o,,o 7111 & Cenlra l EB ◄:05 PM 1.25 X 

4 :'.:i!'JPM , .as 
5:17 PM 1.1-4 

24.Ac>,.02 760 Ventura&. Voncl=d 1--=E:ll=--+--="="=~+-~~--1--;------· _ ·>-·- ---- ---+----- X- ----+-------1 
25-,A,...,.-02 720 Wltshlre & Western WB X 

B·~Ql<JI. 1.38 
6:54,W. 1.36 
G;l? PM 1.26 

1~. . ..061 _Ji_l-i~~ & """- 26 - - -·--·-· __ _cN,BCC,....-r-7'c=.c=-t--~~--+-t------ --·- -· 't--------+-----)(-----+-------t 
6-M:lv--02 , 175 St Georoe & Aloi\:, EB X 

5:33 PM ue 
3:Q2 PM 1.44 



n I H c-LHcUUL ll'~l.J J- ct X : 1 L 1 2,:ULO'jd ( :::-ep lo 'Ul r'. U'.:::, 

MISSING BUS SUMMA/'<Y - JAN. llll\l JUN!; 'lWi 

~- LINE LOCATION DIA~CTION TIME MAGNIT\JOE MEC~icAL N0N.J,ECHANICAL NO OOCUMENl'ATION NOT ANALVZED 

0 ...... ~2 207 W~@m & Wir,h-;:; SB 3:11 PM 1.M X 
10-Auv.D2 2313 Q;,lbo;,&\/•- NB 3:18 PM 1.33 X 
20-Ml....02 014 ~£Vermont EB 3:26 PM 1.31 X 
:?(l~,t,Y--02 - - -02i;" 71h & Bixel Ee fi:S7AM 1.33 X 
20.f48v--02 561 van NLM & Sllemu~ W3y SB 7;08 AM 1 . ◄ 8 X 
2~-M;,y--OJ o,c Um& St. Paul EB 6:33AM 1.30 X 

22-tv\av-02 720 Wllst,lre & L3 B<es le[! 6:39Pf.l 1.36 X 
22-Mav-02 720 Wilshire S. La B<es W B 7 :04 AM 1A1 X 
~:t~•~)2 0(.(1 llth & FlJJuero,, WB 6:2!l PM 1.23 X 
28-M;_iy-02 014 66\'Mv & Vermont WB 3:22 PM t .29 

_ 2B-M3y-02 01• lkvaiy 5. Vcnnont we 3:◄Z PM 1.i~ 
J{l--Mav-02 120· Wish~• l. We.tern 68 8:15AM 1.31 
11✓un-02 251 Solo&;;,; ·· - Sf'. 7:12AM 1.26 

X 
X 
X 
X 

12-,..lun-()2 016 61h & SL Paul . W8 G:23PM 1.61 X 
1'.I.J,,n-02 01tl 61h & SL Paul gj 6:4!:AM 1.36 X - ··· 
1•.Jvn-02 0◄5 Broa<JWsv & SOiano NB 3:66PM 1.27 X 
••.Jun-02 100 Slauson & Broaawsv WB 3;17 PM 1.23 X 
17-J,,n-02 Q(j(l Paclflc & Santa Fe WB 8:-CJAM 1.2◄ X 
1~Jur>-02 720 txll & St Paul ~8 7;?.6AM 1.27 X 
20-Jt.m--02 026 7111 & BIXel EB 6:43AM 1.31 X 
2C-Jun-02 260 Atsandc S. Sta""USon NB 7:2~ AM 1.69 X 

·--· --

26Jun-02 720 W~t.WeGlem WB 6:06 PM 1.411 X 
__ :22-bn~,c 068 W=ns,alofl & flm= Ell 1:2fi:M 1.24 

ZZ✓an-02 
_068 ___ 

_W:>..'hin{llDnt.HDUcfm EB 7:50AM 1.34 
X • 2 buses ~~nQ 
x ·~ 2 bu!~ fl\<S<ing 

1b-Mar--02 ~5 Bro&dwsv & W3Sh!J9~. _ NB 7:32AM 1.36 x-200 ..... m,~ 
2"-r-02 no WIISl'llre&Wesl<!n> EB 3:1~f'M 1.35 X - 2 bu6e6 ml8Ulg 
1-Moy.02 ~~ 8roo<IWav & wasn1nmon SB 5:26 PM 1.33 
26✓:,n.02_ 060 P'1Qfic:f.S;,nt.,F., ·- ~--EB 3:32PM 1..61 

X - '- bu..,. mt.slno 
X • Chcd«;r Qn e......i,. 

30-Jan-02 175 SL ~~ &_ T r.q_ WB J:~PM 1.29 
21.s:eo-02 026 . IIUITlnjc & Fn.letoa WQ 5:32 PM 1.32 
7-M;,v-02 105 1/lctorv& Van ... M • · rn 3:16PM 1.21 

X~nt61nc .. , 
.><- lnlerui~ 

.... X - lnt8'f~ 
1Q..Juc,.(l2 020 Ot=nlc & Flou..-oa WB 5:36PM 12<> X - tnW'1f<ie 
20-Mat-02- 002 Sun:.d & &ho Parle WB ~:53 PM 1.26 X 
2()-Mar--02 002 sun~t &_Wc~c:t'l'I Ee 5:2◄ PM 1.48 X 

TOTALS 8.( 2:; 115 ,;. 

-- . 
OVERALL 216 Md'.linQ Bue, Incidents involvh:i 22G ml6Slno ~uses 

I ----·· 
TOP20 I RAPID BUS _ _<)THER COMBIN~O 

TOTAL ONE-WAY CHECl'..S -CONDUCTED I I ---"-'=+-+------,i----=~--;----
---------~ l-----l~T~O~T~A-L~1~.20~Lf..,_EXC~ccE::cPccTION=-s::+- -+---=:----;---

.. I I 

no 13~ ____ t!_0_4 

·122 23(1 I 521 
I 

1111 

I EXCEPTIONS DUE TO MISSING BUSIE.5I 1~ 36 I 51 I 





X. MONITORING AND REPORTING-IN-SERVICE EQUIPMENT FAILURES 

AA: & HEATING ◄ 1 29 

ACCIDENT 

ADVERTISING SIGI. 
AIR SYSTEM 
BRAKES 

BROKEN GLASS 
CANCELLED BY 011 
DIRTY BUS 
OOOR 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINE 
FAREBOX 
FET ROAD CALL 
MISCEUANEOUS 
NOOEFECT 
FOUND 
NO 
EQUIPMENT/PERS 
ON 
O.KCOACH 
CHANGE 

OPERA TOR ERROR 
OPERATOR 
REFUSED BUS 
PASSENGER 
INCIDENT 
RADIO 
ROACHES 

S,CK PASSENGER 
STEERING 
TIRES 
TRANSMISSION 
UNDERCARRIAGE 
UNKNOWN 
VANDALISM 
WHEELCHAIR LIFT 
WINOOWSANO 
GLASS 
WIPERS 
,tKUN<..,t>u» 

NUMBER 

2 

69 
157 

25 
142 
366 
863 

13 
709 
173 

251 

3 

4 

5 

15 
6 

29 
35 

109 
149 

59 
10 
20 
62 

3 

Da::m6crl0020al:msllo.:nrQ!im1atyflqort 

60 
147 

18 
129 
371 
1◄ 7 

18 
560 
1-40 

267 

3 

13 

9 
10 

23 
20 
65 

141 

55 
9 

20 
60 

29 

~uipmcol Failure ln-suvice b Rusoa -October 2001 lo D«ember 2002 

29 17 33 27 12 27 ◄2 66 71 66 20 30 8 

2 - 3 1 1 1 

3 
68 59 65 57 48 62 · 54 64 84 67 84 69 66 

134 126 155 139 134 126 132 105 106 105 125 136 111 

2 3 2 3 5 2 2 2 8 5 0 
0 

22 16 13 9 18 18 9 12 20 26 32 23 33 
124 119 121 136 97 106 103 137 104 103 79 7◄ 74 
316 239 261 240 281 257 232 199 218 222 187 203 184 
762 716 761 755 664 564 695 618 698 687 673 604 566 

10 12 10 17 9 8 1 8 11 8 9 10 
543 533 539 508 508 383 318 372 397 ◄28 456 431 436 

118 103 133 136 140 151 133 149 129 121 79 80 64 

124 78 86 101 101 84 83 125 74 120 124 103 87 

0 

3 3 0 0 0 0 0 

8 8 4 5 8 8 IO 8 20 14 10 10 10 

0 0 0 0 

9 16 10 II 9 9 5 7 14 7 15 9 6 

13 1 9 5 2 11 10 II 3 5 

31 24 16 16 20 11 11 20 15 12 26 18 19 
24 21 27 27 32 34 17 27 20 23 24 15 

82 89 62 47 so 48 64 77 84 79 83 75 59 
146 123 159 133 113 80 97 104 110 112 98 n 
54 48 53 40 60 40 ◄2 54 46 38 57 39 40 

◄ 12 6 2 24 6 39 27 5 2 26 

13 5 6 13 12 21 8 to 20 29 23 13 17 

48 48 65 54 37 46 48 37 37 47 so 60 

3 3 

27 9 6 5 3 0 4 26 

- I 

47 



. 



X. MONITORING AND REPORTING-CANCELLED AND LATE RUNS 

Outlates & Cancellations by Division - January - March 2002 

REASONS FOR OUTLA TES and 
OUTLATES CAN CELLA TIO NS CAN CELLA TIO NS 

ON-TIME No Bus 
% of Pull % of Pull- PULL-OUT Operator Mechanical 

Division Number outs Number outs RATE Available Failure Other 
1 18 0.10% 0 0.00% 99.89% 0 14 4 
2 97 0.59% 0 0.00% 99.40% 6 87 4 
3 59 0.30% 0 0.00% 99.70% 5 52 2 
5 46 0.23% 0 0.00% 99.76% 2 40 4 
6 14 0.24% 0 0.00% 99.76% 2 12 0 
7 51 0.22% 2 0.01% 99.77% 14 38 l 
8 43 0.29% 0 0.00% 99.71% l 38 4 
9 21 0.12% 2 0.01% 99.86% 4 17 2 

10 76 0.30% 1 0.00% 99.70% 10 55 12 
15 65 0.30% 4 0.02% 99.68% 1 63 5 
18 49 0.18% 0 0.00% 99.81% 6 37 6 

TOTAL 539 0.26% 9 0.00% 99.73% 51 453 44 

Outlates & Cancellations by Division - April - June 2002 
REASONS FOR OUTLA TES and 

OUTLATES CANCELLATIONS CANCELLATIONS 

ON-TIME No Bus 
% of Pull % of Pull- PULL-OUT Operator Mechanical 

Division Number outs Number outs RATE Available Failure Other 
l 24 0.14% 0 0.00% 99.86% l 19 5 
2 90 0.54% 0 0.00% 99.46% 0 80 9 
3 63 0.32% 0 0.00% 99.68% 0 54 9 
5 38 0.19% 0 0.00% 99.81% 2 30 6 
6 7 0.11% 3 0.05% 99.84% 3 6 1 
7 67 0.29% 0 0.00% 99.71% 2 56 9 
8 48 0.31% 0 0.00% 99.69% 1 37 10 
9 18 0.10% 2 0.01% 99.88% 8 11 l 

10 149 0.57% l 0.00% 99.43% 10 115 25 
15 61 0.28% 0 0.00% 99.72% 2 52 7 
18 56 0.21% 0 0.00% 99.79% 9 39 8 

TOTAL 621 0.29% 6 0.00% 99.70% 38 499 90 
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X. MONITORING AND REPORTING-CANCELLED AND LATE RUNS 

Outlates & Cancellations by Division - July - September 2002 
REASONS FOR OUTLATES and 

OUTLATES CANCELLATIONS CANCELLATIONS 
·-;-=:_; . ON-TIME No Bus . . . ··• 

% of Pull % of Pull- PULL-OlIT Operator Mechanical 
Division Number outs Number outs _ RATE Available Failure Other 

1 35 0.21% 0 0.00% 99.79% 3 27 5 
2 75 0.45% 0 0.00% 99.55% 2 54 19 
3 50 0.24% 0 0.00% 99.76% 1 44 5 
5 43 0.21% 1 0.00% 99.78% 4 33 7 
6 7 0.11% 0 0.00% 99.89% 0 7 0 
7 117 0.50% 1 0.00% 99.50% 14 86 18 
8 19 0.12% 0 0.00% 99.88% 2 16 1 
9 20 0.12% 3 0.02% 99.87% 10 10 3 

10 159 0.59% 2 0.01% 99.40% 12 113 36 
15 42 0.20% 0 0.00% 99.80% 1 33 8 
18 75 0.28% 0 0.00% 99.72% 8 56 11 

TOTAL 642 0.30% 7 0.00% 99.69% 57 479 113 

Outlates & Cancellations by Division - October - December 2002 
-· ~ ,;. · OUTLATES . CANCELLATIONS. 

,. . . CANCELLATIONS ' ' --- . ' , .. 

--
., ON-TIME ·No Bus 

., % of Pull % ofP~_l_l:-•· PUL1/0UT, Operator Mechanical 
'Divts1ofr" 

~- ,_,, 

·- · outs'. t 
' ,~, .. , ~. 

RATE - -~- Available· Failure· Numb~i ,· ·Number · · -outs"'~·'-·· -- -·· Other , · ,r._. 

1 24 0.14% 0 0.00% 99.86% 2 15 7 
2 38 0.23% 0 0.00% 99.77% 0 34 4 
3 71 0.35% 0 0.00% 99.65% 0 59 12 
5 78 0.38% 1 0.00% 99.62% 4 51 24 
6 10 0.16% 0 0.00% 99.84% 0 7 3 
7 106 0.44% 0 0.00% 99.56% 8 78 26 
8 34 0.22% 0 0.00% 99.78% 0 26 8 
9 22 0.13% 0 0.00% 99.87% 8 12 2 

10 141 0.52% 0 0.00% 99.48% 15 98 28 
15 60 0.28% 1 0.00% 99.71% 3 43 15 
18 79 0.30% 1 0.00% 99.70% 4 61 22 

IOTA!,;, 
II'!••-~ • ., -. • ... ~: ·j;•: ,,if,6.63. ,: •·030% 1;'.~J~ ~ .. ·, ., : ~Q ~; .: ' t·.;: ,3 ~~;-~ro&o¾ , i- :0, 9~ -69.¾ "',' '" '• ·· , ... , ., - .0 :... .".,, ... ._;;44 ,. 484. :,);{ ;, .. .151 
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ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY· DECEMBER 2002 

Line Location 

2 Sunset & Western 

Sunset & Echo Park 

4 Sunset & Echo Pa rk 

10 Maple & Pico 

14 Beverly & Vermont 

Adams & Vermont 

16 Third & Alvarado 

Sixth & St. Paul 

18 Sixth & St. Paul 

Direction Date Description 

EB 10/28/2002 DELETE 1.40(3:16) 
11/4/2002 REPLACE 1.30(3:56) with 1.23(3:48) •· needs causal analysis 

WB 10/28/2002 REPLACE 1.52(6:47) with 1.70(6:52) 
DELETE 1.23(7:07) & 1.24(8:14) 

EB 7/10/2002 REPLACE 1.27(6:30) with 1.46(6:32) 

WB 11/1 4/2002 MOVE 1.39(5:17) to 11/4/02 & REPLACE with 1.45(5:10) 
MOVE 1.57(5:34) to 11/4/02 

SB 7/22/2002 REPLACE 1.30(5:59) with 1.30(5:40) 

EB 8/2/2002 REPLACE 1.31 (3 :27) with 1.40(3:32) 
9/11/2002 ADD 1.23(8:29) -· needs causal analysis 

WB 12/4/2002 REPLACE 1. 75(3:59) with 1.24(3:54) 

WB 

EB 

10/2/2002 REPLACE 1.56(3:53) with 1.38(3:49) 
11 /5/2002 REPLACE 1.30(3:38) with 1.30(3:29) •· needs causal analysis 

7/9/2002 REPLACE 1.34(7:00) with 1.21 (6 :50) & 1.21 (7:10) •• needs causal analysis 
7/16/2002 REPLACE 1.66(8:59) with 1.66(8:40) 
8/20/2002 REPLACE 1.39(8:24) & 1.40(8:38) with 1.29(8:20) & 1.39(8:40) 
9/10/2002 ADD 1.22(3 :00) •· needs causal analysis 
12/3/2002 REPLACE 1.41 (8:33) with 1.26(8:19) -· needs causal analysis 

WB 10/30/2002 REPLACE 1.28(5:28) with 1.24(5 :38) -- needs causal analysis 

EB 8/6/2002 ADD 1.49(7:34) -- needs causal analysis 
8/13/2002 REPLACE 1.28(7 :21) with 1.23(7:14) & 1.27(7:34) 
8/28/2002 REPLACE 1.40(7:40) with 1.33(7 :44) 
10/16/2002 REPLACE 1.43(6:42) with 1.21(6:42) 

Action 

11 /12/2002 REPLACE 1.36(6 :41) 1.42(7:06) 1.44(7:17) 1.48(7:29) with 1.27(6:29) 1.28(6:50) 1.36(7 :10) 1.23(7 :30) •· needs causal analysis 
11 /20/2002 REPLACE 1.29(6:53) 1.31 (7 : 19) with 1.25(6 :43) 1.29(7:03) -- needs causal analysis 
12/3/2002 REPLACE 1.32(6:40) 1.27(7:01) 1.71 (7:30) with 1.22(6:33) 1.22(6:56) 1.31 (7 :17) •· needs causal analysis 

12/10/2002 REPLACE 1.66(7:04) with 1.23(6:47) •· needs causal analysis 

WB 11/8/2002 MOVE 1.27(5:17) to 11/20/02 



ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY· DECEMBER 2002 

Line Location Direction Date Description Action 

26 Seventh & Bixel EB 7/8/2002 ADD 1.23(7 :14) •· needs causal analysis 
8/12/2002 REPLACE 1.43(6:46) with 1.27(6 :42) & 1.26(7 :03) •· needs causal analysis 
11 /6/2002 REPLACE 1.29(7:15) with 1.23(7:04) •· needs causal analysis 

11 /1 4/2002 ADD 1.31(6 :54) •· needs causal analysis 
11/21/2002 REPLACE 1.37(7 :06) with 1.30(6:53) •· needs causal analysis 
12/2/2002 REPLACE 1.54 (7: 16) with 1.36(7 : 13) 

San Pedro & Eighth NB MOVE SECTION DIVIDER from after 8/27102 to after 9123102 
9/9/2002 ADD 1.21(6 :41) •· needs causal analysis 

SB MOVE SECTION DIVIDER from after 8/27/02 to after 9/23102 

28 Broadwa y & Solano SB 12/19/2002 MOVE 1.26(7:27) 1.26(7:50) to Figueroa & Ave . 26 SB on same date 

Figueroa & Ave. 26 NB 11/13/2002 ADD 1.49(5:20) •· needs causal analys is 

SB 11 /18/2002 REMOVE 1.42(4:38) 
12/19/2002 ADD 1.26(7 :27) 1.26(7 :50) copied from Broadway & Solano SB (see above) 

30 Pico & Figueroa EB 7/17/2002 REPLACE 1.22(6:42) with 1.29(6:46) 
10/1/2002 ADD 1.34 (6:33) 1.46(7 :29) 1.24(8:19) copied from Pico & Figueroa WB (see below) 
10/7/2002 ADD 1.30(7:46) copied from Pico & Figueroa WB (see below) 

MOVE 1.23 (8:31) to Pico & Figueroa WB (see below) 
MOVE 1.45(3:09) to Pico & Figueroa WB (see below) 

10/17/2002 MOVE 1.30(3:45) to Pico & Figueroa W8 (see below) 

WB 1011/2002 MOVE 1.34(6:33) 1.46(7:29) 1.24(8 :19) to Pico & Figueroa EB (see above) 
10/7/2002 MOVE 1.30(7:46) to Pico & Figueroa EB (see above) 

ADD 1.23(8 :31) copied from Pico & Figueroa EB (see above) 
ADD 1.45(3:09) copied from Pico & Figueroa EB (see above) 

10/17/2002 ADD 1.30(3:45 ) copied from Pico & Figueroa EB (see above) 

33 Venice & La Brea EB 11 /19/2002 REPLACE 1.41 (3 :09) with 1.25(3:00) & 1.22(3:21 ) -· needs causal analysis 

WB 9/11/2002 REPLACE 1.43(7:03) with 1.21 (6:30) & 1.30(6:52) •· needs causal analysis 
11 /13/2002 REPLACE 1.74(7 :07) with 1.40(7:02) 
11 /19/2002 REPLACE 1.64(7:17) with 1.23(6:58) & 1.54(7 :19) 

38 Jefferson & Vermont WB 11/17/2002 MOVE 1.42(4:41 ) to 11 /7/02 then REMOVE 11/17/02 row [No Check conducted on that date] 



ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY• DECEMBER 2002 

Line Location 

40 Broadway & Washington 

42 Broadway & Washington 

45 Broadway & Washington 

Broadway & Solano 

55 Adams & San Pedro 

Direction Date Description 

NB 7/10/2002 REPLACE 1.24(7:22) with 1.22(7 :16) & 1.22(7:38) •· needs causal analysis 
11 /1 8/2002 ADD 1.22(8 :12) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 9/12/2002 REPLACE 1.45(5 :00) 1.55(5:20) with 1.25(4 :49) 1.36(5:09) 1.47(5:29) -- needs causal analysis 
10/8/2002 REPLACE 1.36(5:14) with 1.22(5:03) -- needs causal analysis 

10/23/2002 REPLACE 1.29(5 :28) with 1.30(5: 15) -- needs causal analysis 
11 /1 3/2002 ADD 1.22(4:23) & 1.40(5:16) -- needs causal analysis 
11 /18/2002 ADD 1.28(3:52) & 1.36(5: 19) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 7/3/2002 ADD 1.21(7:10) -- needs causal analysis 
7/10/2002 REPLACE 1.59(6:47) with 1.58 (6:29) & 1.60(6 :49) -· needs causal analysis 
7/23/2002 ADD 1.55(6:30) -- needs causal analysis 

NB 8/5/2002 ADD 1.22(8:38) -- needs causal analysis 
10/23/2002 MOVE 1.29(4:55) to 10/28/02 

SB 7/23/2002 REPLACE 1.29(5:29) with 1.24(5: 15) -- needs causal analysis 
8/26/2002 REPLACE 1.40(5:08) with 1.22(5:21 ) -- needs causal analysis 
10/4/2002 REMOVE 1.26(7 :32) 1.35(8 :06) 
10/15/2002 ADD 1.23(3 :11) •· needs causa l analysis 
12/19/2002 REMOVE 1.23(5: 15) 

NB 9/19/2002 MOVE 1.35(3 :18) to Broadway & Solano SB on same date (see below) 

SB 9/19/2002 ADD 1.35(3:18) copied from Broadway & Solano NB on same date (see above) 

EB 7/30/2002 ADD 1.21 (5:32) •· needs causal analysis 

Action 



ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY· DECEMBER 2002 

Line Location 

60 

66 

Seventh & Centra l 

Seventh & Alameda 

Pacific & Santa Fe 

Ninth & Figueroa 

Eighth & Figueroa 

Direction Date Description 

EB 7/2/2002 ADD row of data for 7/2/02 copied from Seventh & Alameda (see below) 

EB 7/2/2002 MOVE row of data for 7/2/02 to Seventh & Central (see above) 
7/30/2002 MOVE 1.37(3:45) 1.44(4:30) to Seventh & Alameda WB on same date (see below) 
7/31/2002 ADD 1.23(8 :18) copied from Seventh & Alameda WB on same date (see below) 
8/1/2002 MOVE 1.45(4:20) 1.33(5:23) to Seventh & Alameda WB on same date (see below) 
8/8/2002 MOVE 1.51 (5 :13) to Seventh & Alameda WB on same date (see below) 
8/12/2002 ADD 1.24(6: 15) copied from Seventh & Alameda WB on same date (see below) 

MOVE 1.29(4: 28) to Seventh & Alameda WB on same date (see below) 
9/9/2002 REMOVE 1.44(3: 07) & 1.72(4:35) 

10/11/2002 REPLACE 1.30(6:26) with 1.24(6 :15) -- needs causal analysis 
11 /13/2002 ADD 1.25(6 : 12) -- needs causal ana lysis 

REMOVE 1.26(4:34) 

WB 7/30/2002 ADD 1.37(3:45) 1.44(4 :30) copied from Seventh & Alameda EB on same date (see above) 
7/31/2002 MOVE 1.23(8:18) to Seventh & Alameda EB on same date (see above) 

EB 

8/1/2002 ADD 1.45(4:20) 1.33(5:23) copied from Seventh & Alameda EB on same date (see above) 
8/8/2002 ADD 1.51 (5:13) copied from Seventh & Alameda EB on same date (see above) 
8/12/2002 MOVE 1.24 (6:15) to Seventh & Alameda EB on same date (see above) 

ADD 1.29(4:28) copied from Seventh & Alameda EB on same date (see above) 
10/23/2002 REPLACE 1.74(4:23) with 1.56(4:19) 

8/8/2002 MOVE 1.58(7 :43) to Pacific & Santa Fe WB on same date (see below) 
8/19/2002 MOVE 1.30(4 :00) to Pacific & Santa Fe WB on same date (see below) 

WB 8/8/2002 ADD 1.58(7 :43) copied from Pacific & Santa Fe EB on same date (see above) 
8/19/2002 ADD 1.30(4:00) copied from Pacific & Santa Fe EB on same date (see above) 
9/9/2002 ADD 1.23 (6:34) & 1.21(7 :49) -- needs causal analysis 

11 /28/2002 CHANGE DA TE to 11 /18/02 

EB 8/14/2002 REMOVE 1.22(7 39) 
9/11/2002 ADD 1.22(7 32) -- needs causal analysis 

10/11 /2002 REPLACE 1.27(7 :20) with 1.21 (7: 06) •· needs causal analysis 
10/31 /2002 REPLACE 1.42(7 :09) with 1.24(7 :00) •· needs causal analysis 
12/4/2002 REPLACE 1.33(7 :11) with 1.31 (7 :06) •· needs causal analysis 

WB 9/11/2002 ADD 1.25(5 :22) -- needs causal analysis 
10/14/2002 REPLACE 1 36(5 11) with 1.27 (5: 02) •· needs causal ana lysis 
11 /13/2002 REPLACE 1.48(5:16) with 1.33(5:03) •· needs causal analysis 
11 /29/2002 Left paren missing in 1.49(3:04) 
12/4/2002 REPLACE 1.38(5 :23) with 1.22(5 :04) •· needs causal analysis 

Action 



ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY· DECEMBER 2002 

Line Location 

68 Washington & Figueroa 

78 Miss ion & Gri ffin 

81 

90 

108 

125 

130 

150/240 

156 

Figueroa & Ad ams 

Figueroa & Ave. 26 

San Fernando & Fletcher 

Slauson & Broadway 

Gage & Pacific 

Rosecrans & Long Beach 

Artesia & Atlantic 

Artes ia Station 

Ventura & Vineland 

Hollywood & Highland 

Direction Date Description 

EB 9/13/2002 ADD 1.22(7 :1 3) & 1.23(8:29) -- needs causal analysis 

WB 7/26/2002 INSERT ROW for this date 
ADD 1.47(3:08) •· needs causal analysis 

9/13/2002 ADD 1.23(7 :54) •· needs causal analysis 
ADD 1.22(5 :39) •· needs causal analysis 

SB 9/13/2002 ADD 1.23(6:29) -- needs causal analys is 
ADD 1.23(4:36) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 11/15/2002 ADD 1.33(5:40) •· needs causal analysis 

NB 9/12/2002 ADD 1.22(3:03) & 1.24(5 :09) -- needs causal ana lysis 

SB 9/12/2002 REPLACE 1.44(7:31) with 1.23(7 :26) & 1.28(7:48) - needs causal analysis 

SB 8/28/2002 ADO 1.33(8:29) •· needs causal analysis 

WB 7/23/2002 ADO 1.33(3 :51) •· needs causal analysis 

WB 11 /25/2002 ADD 1.38(5:22) -· needs causal analysis 

WB 8/6/2002 ADD 1.34(4:06) •- needs causal analysis 

WB 10/30/2002 MOVE 1.26(3:34) to 10/31 /02 

WB 10/30/2002 REPLACE 1.47(6: 21) wi th 1.21 (6:18) 

WB 11/6/2002 MOVE 1.48(7:27) to 11/5/02 

NB 10/8/2002 REPLACE 1.98(8:01) with 1.26(7 :58) 

158 Woodman & Sherman Way NB-EB 11/26/2002 REPLACE 1.40(4:44) with 1.40(4 :14) 

Action 



ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY• DECEMBER 2002 

Line Locat ion 

163 Sherman Way & Sepulveda 

165 Victory & Van Nuys 

Vanowen & Balboa 

167 Plummer & Van Nuys 

169 Van Nuys & Saticoy 

175 St. George & Aloha 

180 Vermont & Prospect 

204 Vermont & Wilshire 

Direction Date Description 

EB 10/10/2002 REPLACE 1.33(3 51) 1.44(4:23) 1.58(4 :25) with 1.23(3:49) 1.25(4 :09) 1.36(4:36) -- needs causal analysis 
10/24/2002 REPLACE 1.56(3 :35) with 1.55(3:22) -- needs causal analysis 

WB 8/26/2002 ADD 1.25(7 :24) -- needs causal analysis 
10/10/2002 REPLACE 1.24(6:55) with 1.23(7:05) -- needs causal analysis 

EB 12/20/2002 ADD 1.21 (4 :30) & 1.30(5:32) -- needs causa l analysis 

WB 12/20/2002 ADD 1.49(7:34 ) -- needs causal analysis 

EB 11 /26/2002 REPLACE 1. 28(3 48 ) with 1.28 (3 29) 

WB 12/20/2002 ADD 1.40(5:01) -- needs causal analysis 

WB 8/16/2002 REPLACE 1.34 (7:00) with 1.29(6:47) -- needs causal analysis 
10/31/2002 ADD 1.36(6 :38) -- needs causal analysis 

REMOVE 1.53(7 :03) 

WB 11 /13/2002 ADD 1.38(6:52 ) copied from Van Nuys & Saticoy EB on same date (see below) 
MOVE 1.33(3 :21) to Van Nuys & Saticoy EB on same date (see below) 

EB 11 /13/2002 MOVE 1.38(6 :52) to Van Nuys & Saticoy WB on same date (see above) 
ADD 1.33(3:21) copied from Van Nuys & Saticoy WB on same date (see above) 

EB 8/26/2002 INSERT ROW for this date 
ADD 1.23 (3 :01) -- needs causal analysis 

WB 10/25/2002 REPLACE 1.67(3: 19) with 1.50(3:05) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 11/22/2002 ADD 1.26(5 39) -- needs causal analysis 

NB 9/9/2002 ADD 1.25(5:38 ) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 7/25/2002 ADD 1.23 (4:37) -- needs causal analysis 
9/9/2002 REPLACE 1.36(3:38) 1.28(4 :00) with 1.24(3 :35) 1.28(3 :55) 1.28(4 :15) -- needs causal analysis 
10/7/2002 REPLACE 1.40(4:23) with 1.24(4 :10) -- needs causal analysis 

10/17/2002 REPLACE 1.30(5:22) with 1.21 (5:15) -- needs causal analysis 

Act ion 



ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY· DECEMBER 2002 

Line Location 

207 Western & Wilshire 

210 Crenshaw & King 

212 La Brea & Pico 

217 Fairfax & Beverly 

Fairfax & Santa Monica 

230 Laurel Canyon & Victory 

232 Figueroa & Anaheim 

234 Sepulveda & Parthenia 

243 Desoto & Roscoe 

Direction Date Description 

NB 7/15/2002 REPLACE 1.41 (3:54) with 1.28(3:14) -- needs causal analysis 
10/17/2002 REPLACE 1.52(5:23) with 1.35(5:04) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 8/8/2002 REPLACE 1.40(3:46) with 1.24(3:39) •· needs causal analysis 
8/21/2002 REMOVE 1.23(3:19) 
8/27/2002 ADD 1.27(3:41) •· needs causal analysis 
9/9/2002 REPLACE 1.51 (3:44) with 1.23(3:30) & 1.26(3:51) -- needs causal analysis 
10/7/2002 REPLACE 1.47(3:31) with 1.22(3:17) -- needs causal analysis 

NB 10/21/2002 MOVE 1.42(8:34) to 10/22/02 

NB 10/31 /2002 CHANGE DATE from 10/31/01 to 10/31 /02 
REPLACE 1.24(7:06) with 1.21 (6:52) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 10/31/2002 CHANGE DATE from 10/31 /01 to 10/31 /02 

SB 9/17/2002 REPLACE 1.55(3:41) with 1.37(3 :23) & 1.27(3 :48) -- needs causal analysis 

NB 9/11/2002 REPLACE 1.41 (3:18) with 1.34(3:13) 
10/10/2002 REPLACE 1.25(3:28) with 1.25(3 38) 
10/22/2002 REPLACE 1.83(3:24) with 1.31(3:07) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 9/1112002 ADD 1.25(5: 19) -- needs causal analys is 
9/30/2002 REPLACE 1.33(7:47) with 1.29(7:35) -- needs causal analysis 
10/1/2002 REMOVE 1.24(5:10) 

NB-WB 8/30/2002 ADD 1.25(4:04) -- needs causal analysis 

NB 11 /6/2002 Left paren missing in 1.55(6: 26) 

SB-EB 9/27/2002 REPLACE 1.53(4:05) with 1.26(3 :51) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 10/9/2002 REMOVE 1.31 (7:23) 

NB 7/8/2002 MOVE 1.23(3:36) to Desoto & Roscoe SB on same date (see below) 
10/24/2002 REPLACE 1.72(7:12) with 1.35(6:59) -- needs causal analysis 

SB 7/8/2002 ADD 1.23(3:36) copied from Desoto & Roscoe NB on same date (see above) 

Action 



ERRATA - LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY· DECEMBER 2002 

Line Location 

251 Soto & First 

260 Atlantic & Slauson 

426 Hollywood & Highland 

434 PCH & Sunset 

484 Valley & Garvey 

561 Van Nuys & Sherman Way 

Direction Date Description 

SB 9/30/2002 REPLACE 1.57(7 :28) with 1.31 (7: 23) 

SB 

NB 

SB 

NB 

SB 

EB 

NB 

SB 

10/10/2002 REPLACE 1.51 (7:38) with 1.25(7:21) -- needs causal analysis 
10/22/2002 REPLACE 1.55(7:29) with 1.36(7:25) 

9/20/2002 ADD 1.30(6:57) -- needs causal analysis 
11 /7/2002 ADD 1.50(3:12) -- needs causal analysis 

REPLACE 1.45(3:32) with 1.45(3:35) 

11/5/2002 REMOVE 1.36(6 :35) 

11 /5/2002 REMOVE 1.30(3 :46) 

7/31/2002 MOVE 1.43(5 :22) to PCH & Sunset SB on same date (see below) 
10/31/2002 REPLACE 1.25(6 :28) with 1.30(6: 13) -- needs causal analysis 

7/31 /2002 ADD 1.43(5 :22) copied from PCH & Sunset NB on same date (see above) 

9/13/2002 ADD 1.23(6:39) -- needs causal analysis 
ADD 1.21 (5 : 19) -- needs causal analysis 

9/19/2002 ADD 1.27(4 :21) copied from Van Nuys & Sherman Way SB on same date (see below) 

9/19/2002 MOVE 1.27 (4 :21) to Van Nuys & Sherman Way NB on same date (see above) 

Action 



ERRATA·· LOAD FACTOR COMPLIANCE MAPS FOR JULY· DECEMBER 2002 

Line Locat ion 

720 Sixth & St. Paul 

Wilshire & La Brea 

Wilshire & Western 

750 Ventura & Vineland 

Direction Date Description 

WB 10/21/2002 REMOVE 1.40(7:54) 

EB 

ADD 1.40(5:39) -- needs causal analysis 

7/9/2002 REPLACE 1.28(4 :44) with 1.44(4 :1 5) -- needs causal analysis 
9/18/2002 REPLACE 1.45(4:10) 1.45(4:24) with 1.29(3 :59) 1.35(4:19) -- needs causal analysis 
10/9/2002 ADD 1.35(5:29) -- needs causal analysis 

WB 10/29/2002 ADD 1.35(6:43) & 1.21 (7 :04) -- needs causal analysis 

EB 

REPLACE 1.38(7:28) 1.25(7:40) with 1.35(7 :24) 
REMOVE 1.34(5:24) 

7/16/2002 ADD 1.23(8:17) -- needs causal analysis 
9/18/2002 ADD 1.32(3:22) -- needs causal analysis 

WB 9/13/2002 ADD 1.23(3:23) -- needs causal analysis 
9/18/2002 REMOVE 1.32(3:22) 

EB 

10/16/2002 REMOVE 1.33(7:00) 
10/21/2002 ADD 1.29(3:14) -- needs causal analysis 

REMOVE 1.36(4:33) 
11/1 5/2002 Left paren missing in 1.35(7:00) 

9/11 /2002 ADD 1.25(5: 15) -- needs causal analysis 

WB 8/1/2002 ADD 1.33(4:10) -- needs causal analys is 
10/8/2002 REPLACE 1.24(7: 29) with 1.21(7:10) -- needs causal analysis 

Action 
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Venice@ 
La Brea* 

LINE 33 - PM 
TIME RANGES OF LOAD FACTOR VIOLATIONS 

1.35 

Eastbound 1.25 

1.2 

1.35 

Westbound 1.25 

1.2 

Note on time ranges: 

Source Data: 

Jan 99-June 00 3:14 3:52 4:28 5:59 

July 00-June 02 3:00 3:52 4:07 5:59 

Oct. 01 -Aug 02 3:00 3:21 3:24 3:55 4:20 5:57 

Jan99-June00 3:00 3:52 4:04 4:35 4:42 5:48 

July 00-June 02 3:00 3:28 3:34 3:53 4:04 4:23 4:35 4:55 5:03 5:50 

Oct. 01-Aug 02 3:00 3:28 3:35 3:54 4:04 4:23 4:35 5:50 

Each minute graphed yellow has at least one lack of capacity violation crossing it--and often 
more--as it is a compilation of violations over many days within the indicated date range. 

Line by Line Mapping of Load Factor Violations 

*Prior to June 2001 , location was Venice @ Cadillac for Eastbound and Venice @ Crenshaw for Westbound 

.. . ... 


